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-

CABINET

Date & Time

-

Tuesday, 29 May 2018 at 10.00 am

Venue

-

Council Chamber, Council Offices, Priory Road,
Spalding

Membership of the Cabinet:
Councillors: The Lord Porter of Spalding CBE (Leader), C N Worth (Deputy Leader),
M G Chandler (Deputy Leader), A Casson, P E Coupland, R Gambba-Jones, C N
Johnson, C J Lawton and G J Taylor.
No substitutions permitted. Quorum 4.
Note:

Cabinet reports may be referred to Council or Scrutiny Panels. They
should therefore be kept for future reference during the current
committee cycle.

Persons attending the meeting are
requested to turn mobile telephones to
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Democratic Services
Council Offices, Priory Road
Spalding, Lincs PE11 2XE
Date: 18 May 2018

Please ask for Democratic Services: Telephone 01775 764626
e-mail: demservices@sholland.gov.uk
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AGENDA
1.

Apologies for absence.

2.

Minutes
a)

Cabinet minutes - To sign as a correct record the minutes of the
Cabinet meeting held on 27 March 2018 (copy enclosed).

(Pages
5 - 12)

b)

Priory Road Community Hub Project Sub-Committee - To receive
the minutes of the meeting of the Priory Road Community Hub
Project Sub-Committee held on 19 March 2018 (copy enclosed).

(Pages
13 - 20)

3.

Declarations of Interest. - (Where a Councillor has a Disclosable
Pecuniary Interest the Councillor must declare the interest to the
meeting and leave the room without participating in any discussion or
making a statement on the item, except where a Councillor is permitted
to remain as a result of a grant of dispensation.)

4.

Questions raised by the public under the Council's Constitution
(Standing Orders).

5.

To consider any matters which have been subject to call-in.

6.

To consider matters arising from the Policy Development and
Performance Monitoring Panels in accordance with the Overview and
Scrutiny Procedure or the Budget and Policy Framework Procedure
Rules.

7.

2017/18 Financial Outturn - To provide information on the out-turn
financial position of the Council as at 31 March 2018 (report of the
Portfolio Holder Finance and the Executive Director Commercialisation).

(To
Follow)

8.

Care Leavers - Council Tax Discount - To consider provision of a
discretionary Council Tax discount to support care leavers in the district
(report of the Portfolio Holder for Finance and the Executive Director
Commercialisation (Section 151 Officer) enclosed).

(Pages
21 - 24)

9.

Corporate Enforcement Policy - To seek approval of a revised Corporate
Enforcement Policy (report of the Portfolio Holder for Public Protection
enclosed).

(Pages
25 - 44)

10.

Data Protection Policy - To consider a draft Data Protection Policy, Data
Security Breach Procedure and Response Procedures for Data Subject
Requests (report of the Portfolio Holder Governance and Customer and
the Executive Manager Governance (Data Protection Officer) enclosed).

(Pages
45 - 78)

11.

Quarter 4 2017-18 Performance Overview Report - To provide an
update on Council performance for the period 1 January 2018 to 31
March 2018 (report of the Executive Director, Strategy and Governance
enclosed).

(Pages
79 104)
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12.

Any other items which the Leader decides are urgent. Note:

(i)

No other business is permitted unless by reason of
special circumstances, which shall be specified in the
Minutes, the Leader is of the opinion that the item(s)
should be considered as a matter of urgency.

(ii)

Any urgent item of business that is a key decision must
be dealt with in accordance with the Constitution’s
Access to Information Procedure Rules.
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Agenda Item 2.a)

Minutes of a meeting of the CABINET held in the Council Chamber, Council Offices,
Priory Road, Spalding, on Tuesday, 27 March 2018 at 10.00 am.
PRESENT
G A Porter (Leader)
C N Worth (Deputy Leader)
M G Chandler (Deputy Leader)
A Casson
P E Coupland

R Gambba-Jones
C J Lawton

Junior Portfolio Holders:

T A Carter

G J Taylor
C N Johnson

The Chief Executive, the Executive Director Strategy and Governance, the Executive
Director Commercialisation, the Executive Manager Governance, the Environmental
Services Manager, the Business Manager Revenues & Benefits, the Recovery and
Support Team Leader, the Executive Manager Project Delivery Growth and
Commercialisation and the Democratic Services Officer.
Apologies for absence were received from or on behalf of the Lincolnshire
Community & Voluntary Service.
In Attendance: Councillor B Alcock (Chairman, Performance Monitoring Panel) and
Councillor A M Newton (Independent Group Leader)
Community Representatives: Citizens Advice Bureau and Parish Councils.
Action By

53.

MINUTES
The minutes of the Cabinet meeting held on 13 February 2018
were signed by the Leader as a correct record.
The Cabinet also received the minutes of the meeting of the
Priory Road Community Hub Project Sub-Committee held on 23
January 2018.
It was noted that the Department of Work and Pensions were now
located in the building and an area of concern was raised with
respect to security doors and public access to other parts of the
building. It was confirmed that all ground floor doors leading from
the atrium were secure and a gated solution to access floors
above was being worked on.

54.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST.
There were no declarations of interest.
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55.

QUESTIONS RAISED BY THE PUBLIC UNDER THE
COUNCIL'S CONSTITUTION (STANDING ORDERS).
No questions were raised under the Council’s Constitution
(Standing Orders).

56.

TO CONSIDER ANY MATTERS WHICH HAVE BEEN SUBJECT
TO CALL-IN.
There were no matters subject to call-in.

57.

TO CONSIDER MATTERS ARISING FROM THE POLICY
DEVELOPMENT AND PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANELS
There were no matters arising from the Policy Development and
Performance Monitoring Panels.

58.

REPLACEMENT OF GROUNDS MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
Consideration was given to the joint report of the Portfolio Holder
Place and the Executive Director Place, which sought annual
capital expenditure of up to £50,000 until 2022/23 (5 years) to
replace grounds maintenance equipment which had reached the
end of its useful life.
DECISION:
That the report be noted;
RECOMMENDED TO COUNCIL:
a) That capital expenditure of up to £50,000 be approved for the
purchase of replacement equipment for the delivery of the
grounds maintenance service in 2018/19, the proposed
funding to come from appropriate reserves; and
b) That the capital equipment replacement programme for
grounds maintenance, for annual capital expenditure of up to
£50,000 until 2022/23, be approved.
(Other options considered:
 To lease or hire equipment; or
 To do nothing.
Reasons for decision:
 Replacement will result in increased effectiveness,
efficiency and quality, and will deliver value for money. It
would also create flexibility to purchase the most
appropriate mowers for the work in hand;
 With the increased flexibility that the purchase of
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equipment would give, officers could investigate, with a
view to offer, a commercial ground maintenance service,
where any new opportunities might arise within the district).
(The Environmental Services Manager left the meeting following
discussion of this item).
59.

QUARTER 3 2017-18 PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW REPORT
Consideration was given to the report of the Executive Director
Strategy and Governance which provided an update on Council
performance for the period 1 October 2017 to 31 December 2017.
It was noted that the in year collection rate for Council Tax and
Business Rates was slightly behind target. However, members
were advised that proactive work was being undertaken to rectify
the situation and that it was anticipated that end of year targets in
the final quarter would be met. Officers would be monitoring
performance carefully.
DECISION:
That the report be noted.
(Other options considered;
 Do nothing;
Reasons for decision:
 No recommendations are made. The report is presented
for consideration in order that members are aware of how
the Council is delivering its services and ow it is
progressing against its Corporate Priorities.)

60.

SOUTH HOLLAND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
Members began to give consideration to this issue however, due
to the confidential nature of some of the information, it was
agreed to consider the item in exempt session later in the
meeting.

61.

DEBT WRITE OFF
Consideration was given to the joint report of the Portfolio Holder
for Finance and Executive Director, Commercialisation (S151)
which recommended writing off uncollectable debts.
Members noted that the report contained a breakdown of the
individual debts within Appendices A – D, and the Operational
Debt Write Off Policy, which were not for publication by virtue of
Paragraphs 1 (Information relating to any individual), 2
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(Information which is likely to reveal the identity of any individual)
and 3 (Information relating to the financial or business affairs of
any particular person (including the authority holding that
information).
Members agreed that only the principles of the report would be
discussed and there was therefore no need for the meeting to go
into private session.
The Cabinet was reminded that it had approved the Debt
Management operational policy in 2017. A presentation to
Cabinet members on debt recovery had also been provided by
officers earlier this year which had been well received, and
members had agreed that all methods of recovery were being
undertaken, in line with the policy.
DECISION:
SH, MW

That the following debts be written off:
Council Tax
Business Rates
Sundry Debt
Housing Benefit Overpayments
Total:

£17,942.85
£97,999.82
£12,207.07
£4,637.93
£132,787.67

(Other options considered:
 Do nothing; or
 Approve the recommendations with amendments
Reasons for decision:
 All recovery methods available had been considered and
where appropriate pursued before making the decision to
write off.)
62.

ANY OTHER ITEMS WHICH THE LEADER DECIDES ARE
URGENT.
There were no urgent items.

63.

EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC
DECISION:
That, under section 100A (4) of the Local Government Act 1972,
the public be excluded from the meeting for the following items of
business on the grounds that they involved the likely disclosure of
exempt information as defined in Paragraphs 1 and 3 and 7 of
part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Act.
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64.

OPTIONS FOR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT AT CREASE
DROVE, CROWLAND
Consideration was given to the joint report of the Deputy Leader
of the Council and the Executive Director Commercialisation
(S151) which updated the Cabinet on options for the development
of further commercial units at Crease Drove, Crowland.
One of the recommendations was that a further report be
presented to Cabinet in September 2018, before certain aspects
of the proposal proceed. However, the Cabinet felt this would
delay the process and requested that the Executive Director
Commercialisation, in consultation with the Portfolio Holder
Growth and Commercialisation negotiate and conclude matters
relating to the business case for investment.
DECISION:
a) That, subject to (2) below, the recommendations set out in the
report be approved; and
b) That recommendation 4 be amended so as to enable the
Executive Director Commercialisation to proceed with the
actions listed in the recommendation, including the approval of
the business case without reporting the same to Cabinet, but
that the Executive Director should instead consult with the
Portfolio Holder Growth and Commercialisation.
(Other options considered:
 As set out in the report.
Reasons for decision:
 To take the project forward to the next key stage).

65.

SOUTH HOLLAND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
Consideration was given to the report of the Portfolio Holder for
Growth and Commercialisation and the Executive Director
Commercialisation, which proposed a contractual arrangement
with Opportunity Peterborough (a local authority owned company)
to provide a range of services that would help to achieve the
Council’s priority ‘to encourage the local economy to be vibrant
with continued growth’.
The Executive Manager Governance advised Cabinet that the
reference in paragraph 5.3 of the report to the Teckal exemption
was inappropriate. The value of the contract was well below the
EU procurement threshold. If the Cabinet was minded to award
the contract to Opportunity Peterborough, on the basis of the
specialist nature of the contract, it had the power to waive the
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usual tendering requirements pursuant to paragraph 3.1 of the
Contract Procedure Rules.
The Cabinet considered the proposal in detail, discussing a
number of issues, but in particular:










Whether the arrangements would bring sufficient extra new
business into the area to provide value for money. The
Authority had a very successful Inward Investment Team, but
working with Opportunity Peterborough would provide the
expertise needed to attract major international companies to
the area.
Whether Opportunity Peterborough may see South Holland
District Council as a lower priority than Peterborough and not,
therefore, prioritise the South Holland area. A Service Level
Agreement would detail what would be expected from the
agreement, and that there would be clear expectations.
Regular reviews would also be undertaken to ensure that
targets were being met.
Spalding and Holbeach should not be the only areas to be
considered for investment. Peterborough had an influence
over the whole South Holland area, and all parts of the district
should be open and promoted for investment.
Branding of South Holland was important and this would be
considered as part of discussions moving forward – the area
would not be swallowed up under the Opportunity
Peterborough umbrella.
Whilst it was important to pursue this and bring new larger
investment into the area, the work of the Inward Investment
team would still continue and encouragement and retention of
existing businesses would remain a priority.

Councillor Coupland wished to abstain from the decision and
requested that this be noted.
DECISION:
a) That approval be given for Opportunity Peterborough to
provide Economic Development Services for South Holland
District Council for a period of up to two years, with a full
review at six months and twelve months;
b) That the Executive Director (Commercialisation), in
consultation with the Portfolio Holder Growth and
Commercialisation, be given delegated authority to agree the
final terms of the arrangement and to approve a robust
Service Level Agreement and governance arrangements;
c) That the six month review, referred to in (a) above, include the
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Head of Economic Strategy and Partnerships at Opportunity
Peterborough attending a meeting of the Performance
Monitoring Panel, prior to consideration of progress by the
Cabinet.

CMarshall,
JM,
CMorgan

d) That the new arrangement for Economic Development
Services be funded through existing agreed service budgets;
and
e) That an exemption to the Council’s procurement rules be
authorised in view of the unique and specialist nature of the
proposal.

CMarshall,
JM, MS

(Other options considered:
 Agree recommendations with no amendments; or
 Procure a contract with an alternative provider; or
 Do nothing.
Reasons for decision:
 To provide an enhanced level of service within the existing
cost envelope for the service, and enable the Council to
benefit from additional resource and expertise; and
 To support regeneration and the implementation and
delivery of major employment and housing sites within the
District).
(The meeting ended at 11.02 am)
(End of minutes)
These minutes are published on 29 March 2018. In accordance with the Council’s
Constitution the DECISIONS detailed above will, unless otherwise stated, come into
force and may then be implemented on 10 April 2018 (i.e. after the expiry of 5 clear
working days from the date of publication of these minutes), unless during
that period a notice which is signed by either a Ward Representative (in relation to a
matter in their ward) or two members of the Performance Monitoring Panel or any
three members, and complies with the requirements of the Council’s Constitution is
served on the Executive Manager Governance requesting that the decision be calledin and the Executive Manager Governance approves the request for call-in. Where a
decision is called-in it will firstly be considered by the Performance Monitoring Panel
on a date to be fixed.
Any FINAL DECISIONS and any URGENT DECISIONS take effect immediately.
Any RECOMMENDATIONS TO COUNCIL detailed above will be submitted for
consideration to the meeting of the full Council on 11 April 2018.
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Agenda Item 2.b)

Minutes of a meeting of the PRIORY ROAD COMMUNITY HUB PROJECT SUBCOMMITTEE held in the Meeting Room 2, Council Offices, Priory Road, Spalding, on
Monday, 19 March 2018 at 3.00 pm.
PRESENT
M G Chandler (Chairman)
C N Johnson

G J Taylor

A Casson

Apologies for absence were received from or on behalf of Councillors C N Worth,
together with Shared Executive Director Commercialisation (S151)
In Attendance: Executive Manager Project Delivery Growth and Commercialisation,
Technical Project Manager Breckland, Programme Delivery Manager Breckland and
South Holland and Democratic Services Officer
Action By

10

MINUTES
Consideration was given to the minutes of the meeting of the
Priory Road Community Hub Sub-Committee held on 25 January
2018.
DECSION:
The minutes were agreed as a correct record.

11

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
There were no declarations of interest.

12

UPDATE REPORT ON COLLOCATION AND INVESTMENT
INTO COUNCIL OFFICES AT PRIORY ROAD, SPALDING
Councillors asked if the authority had completed the Lease yet of
the new DWP areas. Officers responded that this would occur on
the Wednesday following the meeting.
All attendees left the room at 15:02
Councillors were taken on a brief tour of the new DWP facilities.
All attendees returned to the room at 15:24
The Shared Programme Delivery Manager left the room at 15:25
Councillors said they were happy with both the co-location project
as well as with the quality of the contractor.
The Shared Programme Delivery Manager and Councillor
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Johnson entered the room at 15:27
DWP Co-Location


It was stated that the DWP were about to be contracted on
a 10 year lease. The Agreement for Lease provided that
DWP had 5 working days to accept the space after
completion of the construction work (completed on 16th
March 2018)



Market rent – 5 year payback



Capital contribution.



The authority was now the landlord. It was noted that the
DWP would pay a service charge, based on a percentage,
related to the square footage of the space they
occupy/have use of.



The co-location was delivered to budget and to
programme.



It was noted that the use of local contractors had been
highly successful.

Councillors requested to see the financial details of the colocation at the next meeting.
DWP Co-location - Positive impacts:


Joint security



Digitisation initiatives



CCTV Upgrades



Phase 1 door access



Toilet upgrade



Planned maintenance linked to service charge recovery



Strengthened hub credentials



The hub as a visual marketing tool
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Councillors mentioned that they had received some comments
that the rest of the hub looked inconsistent when compared to the
newly refurbished areas. Officers agreed to look at the reception
area in particular to see what additional works may be required.
Project learning
Officers discussed what the authority had learned from the
successful DWP co-location. Officers cited the following as the
key lessons the Authority had learned and areas upon which the
authority had gained knowledge and experience;


Managing expectations



Civil service and DWP operations



Managing stakeholders



Effective communications – Councillors mentioned how
useful and effective the weekly updates were.



Procurement and “the market”. Councillors wanted to know
if the new contracts team had been of use. Officers
responded that they had been.



Increased Knowledge of Priory Road.



Furniture re-use.



Co-location and operational learning.



Clarity on roles. Officers mentioned that they were looking
at creating a new Assets Board with representation from a
number of disciplines including estates, facilities
management and projects.



The period of “bedding in”.

Members mentioned that they liked the ‘open plan, yet separate’
nature of the design of the new DWP offices.
Delivering Co-Locations:
It was noted that there were a range of additional benefits of
delivering the DWP project including;


A review of “core data” around operation of the building
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Baseline for the cost for further investment
Standard documentation had been developed and updated
i.e. Operation Manual
Service charge – ethos, language and application
Demonstration of delivery and “House style”

Councillors wanted to know when the Contractors would be
leaving the site. Officers answered that the day of the meeting
would be the final day that the contactors were present full time,
only returning thereafter to deal with any residual snagging items.
Officers presented their solution for the environment in the atrium
and restricting access to key doors and the main staircase in the
atrium.
Councillors wanted to know the height of the current railing
around the water feature, as they felt this was sufficient to block
off the area.
It was also felt by members that a lower barrier was sufficient due
to a barrier being effective enough to deter all but those
absolutely determined to gain access. It was mentioned that the
barriers would be designed and installed to be able to used with
any planned door access system
It was noted that the amount of chairs in the waiting areas might
be reduced in the atrium if it was shown, due to the new
appointments system the use had fallen. Alternatively chairs could
be moved so that they faced more towards the reception desk,
therefore creating more circulation space for any staircase barrier
solution.
Officers mentioned that they were considering putting a staff-only
card system on the Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB) offices past
3pm due to the fact that the CAB closed to the public at that time.
Additionally, officers mentioned a proposed plan to install a card
control access system on all main doors in the atrium as opposed
to the existing digi-lock system. This would be subject to further
review and a business case, as appropriate..
It was noted that the card system could limit which officers could
go to certain areas and at certain times. Councillors mentioned
that they would prefer if all accesses (including to the car park)
could be consolidated into one single card.
Councillors wanted to know , if a barrier was being placed on the
stairs, there would still need to be a substantial door access
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system on upper floors. Officers responded that this was required
in the case of public meetings in the Council Chamber.
Councillors said they did not want to restrict access to the Council
Chamber toilets, and that how this area worked would have to be
carefully considered in plans coming forward for consideration by
the Sub Committee.
Members also wanted a solution to be made to limit access to the
lift, because they felt that if the stairs were restricted, the lift
should be also.
Officers agreed that they would review and present a range of
options to the councillors’ issues when they reported back.
Officers presented their proposed solutions for the barrier on the
atrium stairs
Officers asked for permission to progress towards more detailed
design and market testing to determine an order of cost and this
was given.
Door/Heat curtains
New heat curtains for the doors were considered, and compared
to a maintenance/ repair of the existing system which were likely
reaching the end of their economic life.
It was noted that the cost of the newer units was c £3200 per unit,
excluding installation. Officers advised that modern equipment
would have a longer lifespan and be more efficient than the
existing installation.
Access Control – Staff only entrance
A discussion took place regarding options to make the entrance
closest to the public car park, staff only so the main entrance to
the front of the building would be the primary access point in this
area. Control would be by way of an on-demand opening (this
would require investment). It was noted there would need to be
external signage notifying of any changes and directing visitors to
the main entrance. It was noted that this proposal would not
impact upon the Vine Street entrance
Members stated that all of the committee agreed with the principle
of making this a staff only entrance provided the position was
clear on matters such as less able bodied person access and
drop curbs, they would provide guidance to officers once
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discussed wider within the Conservative group
Further Parking facilities
Officers noted that, due to limited spaces, if a co-location partner
were to want substantial car parking, the best option would
probably to look at Vine Street parking. Officers mentioned that a
small number of spaces may be able to be created on site
through a reconfiguration of the layout
Proposed Next Steps
Access control
DECISION:
That officers be given the authority to progress design and secure
prices for the door access options and heat curtains. In addition
review further options for the staircase access control
13

Richard
Hodgson

AGREED ACTIONS
The following were agreed as actions from the sub-committee:


14

That a summary of the budget vs spend is provided for the
DWP co-location project be brought to the next meeting, to
be discussed as an exempt item.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
It was stated that there was an Asset Challenge workshop with a
range of public sector partners, arranged and coordinated by
Lincolnshire County Council on 3 April 2018. Collocation would be
one of the items for further discussion.

15

DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETINGS
The next meeting was due to take place on 29 May 2018.
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(The meeting ended at 4.40 pm)
(End of minutes)
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Agenda Item 8.
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Portfolio Holder for Finance and Executive Director – Commercialisation
(Section 151 Officer)

To:

Cabinet Tuesday, 29 May 2018

(Author:

Sharon Hammond - Head of Service, Revenues and Benefits)

Subject

Care Leavers - Council Tax Discount

Purpose:

To consider provision of a discretionary Council Tax discount to support care
leavers in the district.

Recommendation:
That Cabinet approves a class of local discretionary Council Tax discount of up to 100%
for care leavers aged 18 – 21 years, to be administered under the provisions of Section
13A(1) (c) of the Local Government Finance Act 1992.
1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

The government’s care leaver strategy ‘Keep on Caring’ published in July 2016 encourages
local authorities to consider how they can support care leavers, using existing flexibilities, to
meet their Council Tax payments.

1.2

In the strategy, the government recognises that young people leaving care constitute one of
the most vulnerable groups in society, and both government and wider society have a
moral obligation to give them the support they need as they make transition to adulthood
and independent living.

1.3

The strategy focuses on embedding a culture of corporate parenting across all parts of
local authority. An increasing number of local authorities are now introducing measures
that mean more and more care leavers across the country no longer have to pay Council
Tax.

1.4

The provisions of Section 13A Local Government Finance Act 1992 give flexibility for local
authorities to support vulnerable groups to help manage their council tax liabilities.

2.0

PROVISION FOR LOCAL DISCRETION

2.1

Section 76 of the Local Government Finance Act 2003 inserted a new Section 13A into the
Local Government Finance Act 1992 giving billing authorities discretion to reduce the
amount of Council Tax payable for situations that were not covered by statutory discounts
or exemptions.

2.2

The scope of Section 13A was then extended by provisions of Section 10 of the Local
Government Finance Act 2012 which introduced Council Tax Support (Section 13A 1(a))
and provided for discretionary reductions to be awarded under Section 13A 1(c) in
situations where reductions were not covered by statutory discounts or exemptions.
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2.3

Under the provisions of Section 13A 1(c), councils can determine classes of cases or
dwellings where discount will be awarded. Using the determination of a ‘class of case’,
allows for a level of reduction in Council Tax for people with the same circumstances.

2.4

South Holland’s Section 13A 1(c) policy does not presently have any defined classes and
operates on a case by case basis for applications.

3.0

SUPPORTING CARE LEAVERS IN SOUTH HOLLAND

3.1

There are currently 14 care leavers in the South Holland area aged between 18 and 21, as
shown in the following table provided by Lincolnshire County Council (LCC).
Age

17

18

19

20

21

2

3

6

4

1

22

23
0

24
0

25
0

TOTAL
0

16

3.2

Information provided by LCC also indicates:  Almost 70% of care leavers in the county are in education, employment or training.
 8% are in unsuitable or not known accommodation.

3.3

Changes through the Children and Social Work Act 2017 extended the age for entitlement
to receive support from a Personal Adviser from 21 to 25, although this does not
necessarily mean that local authorities have to provide the same level of support to care
leavers aged 21 to 25.

3.4

Whilst it is not possible to accurately cost the provision of a discount, the number will in fact
be lower than the 14 referred to in 3.1 above, and many will have no or reduced Council
Tax liability. Even where there is a Council Tax liability there would most likely be other
entitlements that would be awarded first, before any discretionary amount.

3.5

The full cost of any discount awarded under Section 13A 1(c) would however be met fully
by South Holland District Council, and cannot be shared with major precepting authorities.

3.6

For financial year 2019/20 onwards, consideration could be given to incorporating care
leavers reduction into the Council Tax Support (CTS) scheme – it is too late for 2018/19 as
CTS schemes cannot be changed in-year.

4.0

OPTIONS

4.1

Option 1 – recommended.
A new class of discretionary discount is created under the Councils Section 13A 1(c) policy
for 2018/19 to reduce the amount of Council Tax liability for any care leaver residing in the
district by up to 100% between the ages of 18 – 21, with discount ending on the individuals
22nd birthday.
The criteria for the discount would require the applicant to
 Have a Council Tax liability in their own name, or be jointly liable.
 Be aged between 18 – 21 years (with discount ending on 22nd birthday).
 Have applied for and been awarded all other discounts and reductions first, such as
student discount or exemption, single person discount and Council Tax Support.
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4.2

Administration would be by a simple application process, co-ordinated between the Council
Tax team, the applicant and Barnado’s Leaving Care Service. Option 2 - As set out in
Option 1, but with variation on period or amount of discount.

4.3

Option 3 - Do nothing. There is no mandatory requirement on billing authorities to provide
a discount for care leavers.
EXPECTED BENEFITS

5.0
5.1

The introduction of a discretionary discount for care leavers demonstrates South Holland’s
support for developing a culture of corporate parenting across all parts of local authority.

6.0

IMPLICATIONS

6.1

Constitutional & Legal

6.1.1

Legislative provision for local discretionary discounts is found in Section 13A of the Local
Government Finance Act 1992.

6.2

Financial

6.2.1

The 2018/19 cost to South Holland is estimated to be £8,000. Under Section 13A 1(c) the
full cost will fall to South Holland District Council.

6.2.2

For 2019/20 onwards, consideration could be given to incorporating care leavers reduction
into the Council Tax Support (CTS) scheme; the full cost would then be shared with major
Precepting authorities, with South Holland’s share being around 11%, £880 per annum.

7.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

7.1
8.0

All.
ACRONYMS

8.1

CTS = Council Tax Support
LCC – Lincolnshire County Council

Background papers:-

HM Government ‘Keep on Caring’ Supporting Young People from
Care to Independence. July 2016

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:
Telephone Number
Email:

Sharon Hammond Head of Service, Revenues and Benefits
Sharon.hammond@cpbs.com

Key Decision:
N
Exempt Decision:
N
This report refers to a Discretionary Service
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Agenda Item 9.
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Anthony Casson, Portfolio Holder for Public Protection

To:

Cabinet, 29 May 2018

Author:

Sarah Shipley, Food Health and Safety Manager

Subject

Corporate Enforcement Policy

Purpose:

To seek approval of a revised Corporate Enforcement Policy

Recommendation:
1) That the revised Corporate Enforcement Policy be approved by Cabinet
1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

The Council is responsible for enforcing a wide range of legislation, with powers of
enforcement usually delegated to individual officers in the various service areas concerned.
The decision to take (or not take) enforcement action is a serious one that may have
implications for all involved and it is therefore important that there is a policy in place that
ensures fairness, openness, and consistency.

1.2

Enforcement action can take different forms including:
 Inspecting premises, processes, equipment or food
 Investigating complaints about individuals and business
 Providing advice about how to comply with the law
 Taking action at Licensing Panels or undertaking Licensing Reviews
 Issuing fixed penalty notices, statutory notices or taking prosecutions

1.3

South Holland Council last adopted a Regulatory Services Enforcement Policy in 2004.
This policy was written in accordance with the Enforcement Concordat, which has since
been superseded, first by the Regulators’ Compliance Code, and more recently by the
Regulators’ Code.

1.4

Main Changes

1.4.1

The Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act 2006 imposes a duty on anyone exercising a
specified regulatory function to have regard to the principles of good regulation. The
principles provide that regulatory activities should be carried out in a way that is
transparent, accountable, proportionate and consistent and should be targeted only at
cases in which action is needed.

1.4.2

Under Section 23 of the Act, the Minister issued the Regulators’ Code in 2014, which gives
guidance on exercising regulatory functions. As a regulatory body, the Council is under a
duty to have regard to the Code in exercising regulatory powers, setting standards or giving
general advice.
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1.4.3

The proposed policy, attached as an appendix to this report, creates one single, joint
Corporate Enforcement Policy and brings it in-line with current requirements. The proposed
Policy starts from the premise that most businesses and individuals want to comply with the
law. Help and support will be provided to enable them to meet their legal obligations without
unnecessary expenses, while firm action will be taken against those who flout the law or act
irresponsibly. It seeks to assist officers in the decision making process, to ensure a
consistent approach when using the range of enforcement tools available to them.

1.4.4

In revising this Policy, officers have considered how best to:





Understand and minimise negative economic impacts of enforcement activities;
Minimise the costs of compliance for those who are regulated;
Improve confidence in compliance for those who are regulated; and
Encourage and promote compliance with legislative requirements.

1.4.5 The intention of the draft Policy is to ensure that any enforcement action is compliant with
the relevant legislation, codes of practice and government guidance. Also it must be
transparent and accountable, proportionate, targeted, consistent in approach and
appropriate.
1.4.6 The diversity of regulatory powers makes it difficult to encapsulate detailed processes in
this policy. Often there are detailed and differing processes that need to be followed. For
this reason, whilst the policy sets out principles that will be followed, more detail is
contained in service specific policies which will form appendices to the Corporate
Enforcement Policy.
1.4.7

The policy will apply to all Council services with enforcement functions:
Legal;
Place – Communities, Housing and Environmental Services;
Public Protection;
Planning and Building Control;
Finance and
Revenue and Benefits.

2.0

OPTIONS

2.1

Adopt the revised Corporate Enforcement Policy to guide all enforcement activities
undertaken by all service areas with a regulatory responsibility.

2.2

Do nothing and retain the previous published Regulatory Services Enforcement Policy
dated 2004, contrary to current regulatory requirements and statutory guidance.

3.0

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1

To ensure legal compliance and to ensure that enforcement action taken by the Council is
better able the resist a challenge in the courts.
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4.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

A revised Corporate Enforcement Policy will set out the standards that will be applied
across the Council, when acting in its role as regulator and enforcement agency, and what
residents, business and workers can expect from South Holland Council.

4.2

The adoption of a revised policy will ensure that officers undertaking regulatory work will do
so in a consistent and transparent way, and in accordance with current legal requirements.

4.3

This will ensure a reduced risk of challenge in the courts and the potential loss of a case for
failing to comply with correct procedure.

5.0

IMPLICATIONS
In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues;
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality &
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management;
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation
Programme; Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under
one or more of these headings, these are identified below.

5.1

Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues

5.1.1

This report has no carbon footprint or environmental implications

5.2

Constitutional & Legal

5.2.1

The Council is under a duty to have regard to the Regulators’ Code when exercising its
regulatory powers, setting standards or giving general advice.

5.3

Contracts

5.3.1

This report does not give rise to any contract implications.

5.4

Corporate Priorities

5.4.1

The proposals support the following Council priorities:





To develop safer, stronger, healthier and more independent communities while
protecting the most vulnerable;
To have pride in South Holland by supporting the district and residents to develop
and thrive;
To provide the right services, at the right time and in the right way;
To encourage the local economy to be vibrant with continued growth.

5.5

Crime and Disorder

5.5.1

This report supports regulatory work undertaken by the Council.
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5.6

Equality and Diversity / Human Rights

5.6.1

This report does not give rise to any equality and diversity, or human rights implications.

5.7

Financial

5.7.1

There are no financial implications arising from this report.

5.8

Health & Wellbeing

5.8.1

This report supports the regulatory work undertaken by the Council to promote health &
wellbeing of residents, visitors and workers.

5.9

Reputation

5.9.1

The adoption of the Corporate Enforcement Policy will ensure that regulatory activities are
undertaken in an open and transparent manner and in accordance with current statutory
requirements, promoting a positive image of the Council.

5.10

Risk Management

5.10.1 The adoption of a Corporate Enforcement Policy that is followed by staff while undertaking
regulatory activities should reduce the risk of the Council being open to legal challenge or
judicial review if decisions are made based on incorrect procedure.
5.11

Safeguarding

5.11.1 This report does not give rise to any safeguarding implications
5.12

Staffing

5.12.1 This report does not give rise to any staffing implications, other than ensuring that those
involved in regulatory activities are made aware of the new policy and procedures reviewed
to ensure compliance.
5.13

Stakeholders / Constitution / Timescales

5.13.1 The draft Corporate Enforcement Policy has been developed in consultation with all service
areas of the Council involved in regulatory work.
5.13.2 A copy of the draft Corporate Enforcement Policy has also be sent to key stakeholders and
on the Council’s website inviting comment.
5.14

Transformation Programme

5.14.1 This report does not give rise to any implications for the Transformation Programme.
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6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

All Wards and communities within South Holland.

7.0

ACRONYMS

7.1

All acronyms are clarified within the body of the report.

Background papers:-

None

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:
Telephone Number
Email:

Sarah Shipley, Food Health and Safety Manager
07814 786738
sarah.shipley@breckland-sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision:

Yes

Exempt Decision:

No

This report refers to a Mandatory Service
Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A

Corporate Enforcement Policy
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Breckland Council and South Holland Council

Corporate Enforcement
Policy
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Date: Second draft 6/1218
Revision Date:
Authorised by:
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Corporate Enforcement Policy
1. Introduction
The Council carries out a wide range of regulatory roles in meeting its many
statutory duties of protecting the public, individuals and the environment.
These duties are met by carrying out a range of activities, including carrying
out programmed inspections of premises, responding to complaints, issuing
licences and offering advice. This Policy outlines the approach it takes when
considering enforcement action.
This policy is an overarching policy that applies to all the Council’s Services
with enforcement duties, although it should be noted that some services also
have more specific enforcement requirements, as defined by specific
legislative guidance and regulations.
The appropriate use of the full range of enforcement powers, including
prosecution, is important, both to secure compliance with the law and to
ensure that those who have duties under it are held to account for failures to
safeguard health, safety, welfare and environment or breach of regulations
enforced by the Council.
In deciding on the most appropriate course of action officers should have
regard to the principles set out in this policy and the need to maintain a
balance between enforcement and other activities, including inspection,
advice and education.
a) Principles of Good Regulation
Regulatory activities undertaken by the Council will be exercised in a way that
are:
i.

Proportionate – activities will reflect the level of risk to the public and
enforcement action taken will relate to the seriousness of the offence;

ii.

Accountable – activities will be open to public scrutiny, with clear and
accessible policies, and fair and efficient complaints procedures;

iii.

Consistent – advice given to those regulated will be robust and reliable
and officers will respect advice provided by other regulators. The Council
shall seek to ensure consistency of enforcement; however the Council
realises that consistency is not a simple matter of uniformity. Officers will
need to exercise their professional judgement and discretion according to
the circumstances of each individual case and the relevant responsibilities
and intervention systems maintained by the Council;

iv.

Transparent – Officers will ensure that those they regulate are able to
understand what is expected of them and what they can anticipate in
return, and

v.

Targeted – Resources will be focused on higher risk enterprises and
activities, reflecting local need and national priorities and where the
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Council believes its efforts are able to have an impact.
b) Regulators’ Code
The Council has had regard to the Regulators’ Code in the preparation of this
policy. In certain instances it may conclude that a provision in the Code is
either not relevant or is outweighed by another provision. Where statutory
guidance and legislation specifies the action to be taken this legislation takes
precedence.
c) Human Rights Act 1998
The Council is a public authority for the purposes of the Human Rights Act
1998. It therefore applies the principles of the European Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. This Policy and all
associated enforcement decisions take account of the provisions of the
Human Rights Act 1998. In particular, due regard is had to the right to a fair
trial and the right to respect for private and family life, home and
correspondence.
d) General Data Protection Regulation and Data Protection Act 2018
Officers will comply with all relevant data protection laws and any associated
statutes, regulations and guidance.
e) The Code for Crown Prosecutors
When deciding whether to institute criminal proceedings the Council has
regard to the provisions of The Code for Crown Prosecutors as issued by the
Director of Public Prosecutions.
The Code for Crown Prosecutors is a public document that sets out the
general principles to follow when decisions are made in respect of prosecuting
cases. The Code sets out two tests that must be satisfied commonly referred
to as the ‘Evidential Test’ and the ‘Public Interest Test’:
(i) Evidential Test - is there enough evidence against the defendant?
When deciding whether there is enough evidence to prosecute, the
Council will consider what evidence can be used in court and is
reliable. It must be satisfied there is enough evidence to provide a
"realistic prospect of conviction" against each alleged offender.
(ii) Public Interest Test - is it in the public interest for the case to be
brought to court? The Council will balance factors for and against
prosecution carefully and fairly, considering each case on its merits.
The public interest factors that we will take into account are detailed
under the enforcement options available to us in Section 6.
Legal Status of this Enforcement Policy
This Policy was approved by the (*TO BE INSERTED and was adopted by
Council on TO BE INSERTED) following an open public consultation between
and )
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2. Purpose of this Policy
One of the functions of the Council is to act as a regulator and an
enforcement agency for a large range of legal duties and powers applied by
Acts of Parliament and the Regulations and Orders made under them
(including various byelaws).
This policy sets out standards that will be applied across the Council when
acting in its role as regulator and enforcement agency and what residents,
businesses, consumers and workers can expect from the Council.
It is supplemented in some cases by more specific and detailed service-based
procedures.
These procedures also set out the approach to be followed by authorised
officers when making decisions in respect of the Council’s compliance and
enforcement activities. The Council is committed to ensuring that all
authorised officers will act in accordance with this policy.
3. When this Policy Applies
3.1 Scope of the Policy
This policy is the overarching enforcement policy for the Council. It outlines
the approach to enforcement and lays down the principles that will be followed
in deciding upon, and taking action.
Enforcement includes any criminal or civil action taken by the Council aimed
at ensuring that individuals or businesses comply with the law.
This policy has been set in accordance with the Regulators’ Code. This
means that the Council will be open, helpful, fair and careful to ensure that
any action required by the Council is proportionate to the risks.
The Council has set out its strategic aims and objectives and its enforcement
services will carry out their duties in support of these. This approach is
intended to provide better information to businesses and the community and,
by doing so, lend support to the Council’s aim to deliver the right service, at
the right time and in the right way.
Council services will work with and consult other agencies, and other service
areas within the Council, as necessary, where there is a shared or
complementary enforcement role.
Officers will take reasonable steps to assist businesses and individuals to
comply with the law. However officers will be prepared to ensure compliance
by exercising the formal powers delegated to them in the Council's Scheme of
Delegation including, where appropriate, prosecution.
In certain circumstances the Council will seek to raise awareness and
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increase compliance levels by publicising unlawful trade practices or criminal
activity. Where appropriate the results of specific court cases may also be
published.
4. Non-Compliance
4.1 Approach to dealing with non-compliance
An open, fair and proportionate approach will be taken in dealing with
breaches of legislation that are regulated and enforced by the Council.
Raising awareness and promoting good practice in regulated areas is the first
step in preventing breaches, and officers of the Council will signpost to
guidance on aspects of the law where requested to do so.
Best efforts will be used to resolve any issues where the law may have been
broken without taking formal action, or referring the matter to the courts when
the circumstances indicate that a minor offence may have been committed
and the Council is confident that appropriate corrective action will be taken.
However, there may be occasions when the breach is considered to be
serious and/or where informal action is not appropriate. In such cases,
immediate enforcement action may be taken without prior notice and, as
noted above, some services have specific legislative guidance and
regulations that set out the enforcement requirements in these services.
Advice regarding the non-compliance, the actions required and decisions
taken at the time of the intervention, along with the reasons for these will be
clearly explained. An opportunity to discuss the Council’s course of action will
be provided to ensure actions are proportionate and consistent. As stated in
the previous paragraph, where immediate enforcement action is required, the
opportunity for discussion may not be given where there is a serious breach
or public health or safety is at risk.
Officers investigate potential breaches of legislation and they are responsible
for managing investigations and making decisions on enforcement action. As
part of this process, they may consult with colleagues and managers in
determining the best and most appropriate course of action. Officers have the
power to use a variety of legislation in the course of their duties, and these
have been delegated to them in accordance with the Council’s Scheme of
Delegation. In relation to prosecutions, where relevant, officers’ cases are
reviewed by a service manager and approved following a case conference
involving key officers, as defined in the Scheme of Delegation.
In some instances, the Council may have shared responsibilities or a
complementary role with another enforcement agency. In these
circumstances, officers will liaise with that other agency to ensure effective coordination, to avoid inconsistencies and to ensure that any proceedings taken
are proportionate and appropriate.
The Council will be fair, objective and consistent in its approach to
enforcement by following the criteria and guidance set down in relevant
legislation and codes of practice.
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The Council may publicise information about enforcement action in line with
the Criminal Justice System document entitled ‘Publicising Sentencing
Outcomes’. This will usually occur once an investigation has been brought to
a conclusion via a successful prosecution in Court. Any news releases of this
nature are normally sent electronically by the Communications Team to
newspapers and broadcast media to use in their news bulletins. Such
information may also be publicised on the Council’s website and via other
social media.
4.2 How action taken is determined
Where evidence is found that a business or other regulated person is showing
flagrant disregard for the law by deliberately or persistently failing to comply
with advice or requests made by the Council, it may be deemed that informal
action is not appropriate. Under these circumstances enforcement action may
be escalated directly to prosecution or other more severe sanctions where
available.
Where there is specific legislative guidance and regulations that set out the
enforcement requirements these will be followed.
Where a business or other regulated person contacts the Council to ask for
advice and it transpires that a breach of legislation is present at the premises,
the most appropriate course of action will be determined based on the factors
outlined in section 6 below.
If it is clear that the business or regulated person is keen to resolve the noncompliance quickly, taking on board and completing the steps recommended
by the Council, an informal approach is likely to be taken as opposed to
triggering enforcement action. However, if there is a serious breach and/or
there is an imminent risk to public health or safety, enforcement action may
still have to be taken but the Council will seek to work with the business or
regulated person to resolve the problem as quickly as possible.
4.3 Factors that influence our response to breaches
Where a breach of legislation is being investigated the approach taken will be
proportionate and will take into account factors such as business size and
capacity.
If the Council has provided advice or guidance to a business or regulated
person, officers will make the necessary checks to ensure that, where this
relates to a legal requirement rather than best practice, the non-compliance
has been rectified.
The Council may receive referrals from other enforcement bodies that require
investigation. These referrals will typically be as a result of the other bodies’
inspections or investigations, or intelligence that they have received. The
Council will also refer to other enforcement bodies where breaches of
legislation that are dealt with by that body are found.
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4.4 Approach to complaints of non-compliance
Where a complaint of non-compliance relating to a business, or other
regulated person, is received the officers investigating this breach will assess
the information received and may make further enquiries to determine
whether a complaint requires investigation. In assessing a complaint, officers
may consult colleagues and managers to help assess what risk may be
involved and this will determine what action is taken.
5. Conduct of Investigations
Enforcement action may result in either civil or criminal proceedings being
instituted by the Council. The process that will be followed by officers in the
investigation of alleged breaches of the law will depend on which branch of
law the investigation is being conducted under. As the enforcing authority in
any proceedings it instigates, the burden of proof falls to the Council.
Investigations will be carried out in compliance with the following legislation
and in accordance with any associated guidance or codes of practice, in so
far as they relate to the Council:
 The Criminal Procedure and Investigations Act 1996;
 The Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000;
 The Criminal Justice and Police Act 2001;
 The Human Rights Act 1998;
 The Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984
These Acts and associated guidance control how evidence is collected and
used and give a range of protections to citizens and potential defendants.
The authorised officers of the Council will also comply with the requirements
of the particular legislation under which they are acting, and with any
associated guidance or codes of practice.
5.1 Powers of Authorised Officers
There are numerous pieces of legislation which the Council as a local
authority either has a duty to enforce or adopts or chooses to enforce. The
powers available to officers under these different pieces of legislation vary
considerably and it is not the purpose of this document to provide an
exhaustive list of those powers.
If officers come across situations where they believe they are being
obstructed in carrying out their duties they will always explain the provisions of
the relevant legislation in order to resolve the issue.
The Council recognises the Primary Authority scheme and where appropriate
will communicate with any identified primary authority as part of the
enforcement/compliance process.
In some cases powers of seizure are used for safety and evidence gathering
purposes. Where articles are removed for any of these purposes a receipt or
notice will be given at the time of the inspection or as soon as is practicably
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possible afterwards.
Officers do not have the power of arrest; however joint working is undertaken
with the Police and other agencies. Instances may arise where the Police or
other agencies consider that an arrest should be made in connection with an
authorised officer’s investigation.
Officers will carry out formal interviews in line with this policy and the Police
and Criminal Evidence Act 1984.
In respect of legislation in England that contains criminal offences, there are
strict time limits beyond which the law prevents proceedings being instituted.
These time limits vary and are stated in the relevant legislation.
In relevant cases where it is proposed that either criminal or civil proceedings
are to be brought by the Council a report will be prepared containing all
relevant evidence that has been gathered during an investigation. This report
will be reviewed by a manager and case conference called to consider the
matter, in accordance with the Council’s Scheme of Delegation. The
evidence will usually also be reviewed by a solicitor before any proceedings
are instigated.
5.2 Progress of Investigations
Officers carrying out investigations will keep alleged offenders and witnesses
informed about the progress of any investigation as far as their involvement in
the process is concerned.
6. Decisions on Enforcement Action
6.1 The Range of Actions Available as Set Out in Legislation
There are a range of actions that are available to the Council as set out in the
different legislation the Council enforces. Examples of the main types of
actions that may be considered are set out below:
a) Compliance Advice, Guidance and Support
The Council uses compliance advice, guidance and support as a first
response in the case of many breaches of legislation that are identified.
Advice is provided, sometimes in the form of a warning letter to assist
individuals and businesses in rectifying breaches as quickly and efficiently as
possible, avoiding the need for further enforcement action. A warning letter
(sometimes called an ‘informal caution’) will set out what should be done to
rectify the breach and to prevent re-occurrence. If a similar breach is identified
in the future, this letter will be persuasive in considering the most appropriate
enforcement action to take on that occasion. Such a letter cannot be cited in
court as a previous conviction but it may be presented in evidence.
Where more formal enforcement action, such as a simple caution or
prosecution, is taken, the Council recognises that there is likely to be an
ongoing need for compliance advice and support, to prevent further breaches.
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b) Voluntary Undertakings
The Council may accept voluntary undertakings that breaches will be rectified
and/or recurrences prevented. The Council will take any failure to honour
voluntary undertakings very seriously and enforcement action is likely to
result.
c) Statutory (Legal) Notices
The Council has powers to issue statutory notices in respect of many
breaches. These include: ‘Stop Notices’, ‘Prohibition Notices/Orders’,
‘Emergency Prohibition Notices/Orders’, and ‘Improvement Notices’. Such
notices are legally binding. Failure to comply with a statutory notice can be a
criminal offence and may lead to prosecution and/ or, where appropriate, the
carrying out of work in default.
A statutory notice will clearly set out actions that must be taken and the
timescale within which they must be taken. It is likely to require that any
breach be rectified and/or prevented from recurring. It may also prohibit
specified activities until such time as prescribed works/safeguards have been
carried out to the satisfaction of the authority. Where a statutory notice is
issued, an explanation of the appeals process will be provided to the recipient.
Some notices issued in respect of premises may be affixed to the premises
and/or registered as local land charges.
d) Financial Penalties
The Council has powers to issue fixed penalty notices or penalty charge
notices in respect of some breaches. A fixed penalty notice or penalty charge
notice is not a criminal fine, and does not appear on an individual’s criminal
record. If a fixed penalty/penalty charge notice is not paid, the Council may
commence criminal proceedings in respect of the breach or take civil
enforcement action to recover the penalty charge subject to the provisions of
the relevant legislation.
If a fixed penalty/ penalty charge notice is paid in respect of a breach the
Council will not take any further enforcement action in respect of that breach.
Payment of a fixed penalty does not provide immunity from prosecution in
respect of similar or recurrent breaches.
The Council is only able to issue fixed penalty notices where it has specific
powers to do so. If fixed penalty notices are available, their issue is at the
Council’s discretion.
In some circumstances, in particular where breaches are serious or recurrent,
it may be that prosecution is more appropriate than the issue of a fixed
penalty notice.
e) Injunctive Actions, Enforcement Orders etc.
In some circumstances the Council may seek a direction from the court (in the
form of an order or an injunction) that a breach is rectified and/or prevented
from recurring. The court may also direct that specified activities be
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suspended until the breach has been rectified and/or safeguards have been
put in place to prevent future breaches.
Failure to comply with a court order constitutes Contempt of Court, a serious
offence that may lead to imprisonment.
The Council is required to seek enforcement orders after issuing some
enforcement notices, providing the court with an opportunity to confirm the
restrictions imposed by the notice. Otherwise, the Council will usually only
seek a court order if it has serious concerns about compliance with voluntary
undertakings or a notice.
f) Simple Caution
The Council has the power to issue Simple Cautions (previously known as
‘Formal Cautions’) as an alternative to prosecution for some less serious
offences, where a person admits an offence and consents to the Simple
Caution. Where a Simple Caution is offered and declined, the Council is likely
to consider prosecution.
A Simple Caution will appear on the offender’s criminal record. It is likely to
influence how the Council and others deal with any similar breaches in the
future, and may be cited in court if the offender is subsequently prosecuted for
a similar offence. If a Simple Caution is issued to an individual (rather than a
corporation) it may have consequences if that individual seeks certain types of
employment.
Simple cautions will be used in accordance with Ministry of Justice document
‘Simple Cautions for Adult Offenders’.
g) Prosecution
The Council may prosecute in respect of serious or recurrent breaches, or
where other enforcement actions, such as voluntary undertakings or statutory
notices have failed to secure compliance. When deciding whether to
prosecute the Council has regard to the provisions of The Code for Crown
Prosecutors as issued by the Director of Public Prosecutions.
Prosecution will only be considered where the Council is satisfied that it has
sufficient evidence to provide a realistic prospect of conviction against the
defendant(s).
If the evidential test is satisfied a prosecution will usually take place unless
there are public interest factors tending against prosecution that outweigh
those tending in favour. The more serious the offence or the offender’s record
of breaches/ criminal behaviour, the more likely it is that prosecution will be
required in the public interest.
Assessing the public interest is not merely a matter of adding up the number
of factors on each side and seeing which has the greater number. The public
interest must be decided on the merits of each individual case and making an
overall assessment. It is quite possible that one factor alone may outweigh a
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number of other factors that tend in the opposite direction.
A successful prosecution will result in a criminal record. The court may
impose a fine and in respect of particularly serious breaches a prison
sentence. The court may order the forfeiture and disposal of non-compliant
goods and/or the confiscation of any profits that have resulted from the
breach. Prosecution may also lead, in some circumstances, to the
disqualification of individuals from acting as company directors.
h) Refusal/Suspension/Revocation of Licences
The Council issues a number of different licences, consents, registrations and
permits. They are applied for by submission of an application, the form and
content of which is sometimes specified in law. Applications are generally
granted for a limited defined period and will be required to be renewed
annually unless otherwise specified.
The Council may be permitted to ask supplementary questions on an
application form in order to assist it in reaching a decision on whether the
applicant is a fit and proper person to hold such a licence.
In some cases applications are subject to either a public or interested party
consultation process and any application that attracts adverse comment or
objection or does not meet Council policy requirements will be referred to an
internal civil hearing forum to determine the application.
Most licences and other permissions have conditions attached, which can be
standard conditions or specific conditions or a combination of both. These
conditions form part of the licence and lay down requirements that a business
or individual must have regard to when trading. Breach of a condition may be
a civil or criminal matter.
When considering applications information supplied with the application
together with any previous enforcement action and compliance record can be
taken into account when reaching a decision.
6.2 Explanation of how decisions are made on enforcement action
In assessing what enforcement action is necessary and proportionate
consideration will be given to, the following principles for enforcement set out
in the ‘Macrory Review’:
 Aim to change the behaviour of the offender;
 Aim to eliminate any financial gain or benefit from non-compliance;
 Be responsive and consider what is appropriate for the particular offender
and regulatory issue, which can include punishment and the public stigma
that should be associated with a criminal conviction;
 Be proportionate to the nature of the offence and the harm caused;
 Aim to restore the harm caused by regulatory non-compliance, where
appropriate; and,
 Aim to deter future non-compliance.
Where appropriate decisions about what enforcement action is to be taken
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may involve consultation between:
 Investigating Officer(s)
 Senior Managers
 Solicitors appointed to act for the Council
 Portfolio Holder
The decision to prosecute a case will be taken by those with authority to do so
in accordance with the Council’s Scheme of Delegations.
6.3 Explanation of how Decisions are Communicated to those Affected.
The Council will provide a timely explanation in writing of any rights to
representation or appeal and information on the process involved.
7. Review of this Policy
7.1 Details of when and how the policy will be reviewed
This policy will be reviewed periodically or in line with changes in relevant
legislation, or Regulators’ Code.
8. Comments and Complaints
8.1 Details of processes for complaints and appeals
All appeals in relation to enforcement action taken should be via the statutory
appeals process outlined in the relevant legislation.
Complaints about the conduct of officers should be made via the Council’s
corporate complaints procedure.
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Agenda Item 10.
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Portfolio Holder Governance and Customer and Shared Executive Manager
Governance (Data Protection Officer)

To:

Cabinet - 29 May 2018

(Author:

Mark Stinson Executive Manager - Governance and Data Protection Officer)

Subject

Data Protection Policy

Purpose:

To consider a draft Data Protection Policy, Data Security Breach Procedure
and Response Procedures for Data Subject Requests.

Recommendations:
1. That the new draft Data Protection Policy, Data Security Breach Procedure and
Response Procedures for Data Subject Requests be approved and adopted.
2. That the Shared Executive Manager and Data Protection Officer be authorised to
make amendments to the Policy and Procedures so far as is necessary to reflect
legislative changes, emerging guidance and to incorporate links to other relevant
documents.
1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

The new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) became effective from 25 May 2018.
GDPR will also be supplemented by a new Data Protection Act – which is presently
progressing through Parliament.

1.2

GDPR enhances the rights of individuals, giving them more control over their data. It also
places enhanced obligations on organisations who control and/or process data. Some of
the key changes brought about by GDPR are:






Much bigger fines are permitted by GDPR. As well as fines, individuals can bring
private legal proceedings for breaches.
GDPR obligations must be placed on contractors if they are handling personal data for
the council. Similarly, we will need to accept GDPR obligations if we provide services to
third parties.
Individuals get enhanced rights over their data – the main ones are:
o to access their data more quickly. Individuals are entitled to request details and
copies of personal data we hold on them. This now has to be provided within 30
days (previously 40).
o to have inaccurate data corrected.
o to be ‘forgotten’ – in other words to have their data deleted. This right does not
apply to certain personal data, such as data we need to fulfil a statutory purpose
(an example would be personal data required for Council Tax collection).
If we hold data on the basis of consent, then that consent must be genuine and must be
informed (so we cannot rely on pre-ticked boxes).
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We must appoint a Data Protection Officer (The Executive Manager for Governance is
identified in the Constitution as the Data Protection Officer)
We need to be more transparent about the data we hold – informing data subjects of
the data we hold, how long we will hold it, whether we share it, what we use if for, etc.
This is achieved in a number of ways, but in particular we are producing ‘Privacy
Notices’ to tell individuals about how we are using their information.
We now have an ‘Accountability’ duty. This means that we need to be able to evidence
compliance. We are doing this by building an audit trail of training, new policies, new
procedures, technical and organisational measures, privacy notices, and other key
actions.

1.3

Appended to this report is a draft Data Protection Policy, Data Security Breach Procedure
and Response Procedures for Data Subject Requests. These are mostly based on
professional legal precedents, and then tailored for our use. There remain some gaps as
we await enactment of the new Data Protection Act and receipt of further guidance. There
will also be a need to cross reference other policies as these are created or updated (such
as IT security policies). In light of this, Cabinet is asked to authorise the Executive Manager
for Governance and Data Protection Officer to make amendments to the policy only so far
as is necessary to reflect legislative changes, emerging guidance, and to cross reference
linked policies.

1.4

The Policy and Procedures attached have been considered on a number of occasions by a
Task Group established by the Policy Development Panel, and were approved by the
Policy Development Panel on 1 May 2018. The Task Group will continue to meet in order to
oversee our continuing work on GDPR.

2.0

OPTIONS

2.1

Cabinet may:




Approve the Policy and Procedures as written
Approve the Policy and Procedures with amendments
Do nothing.

3

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

3.1

Approval will ensure that the Council has a fit-for-purpose Policy to assist in compliance
with GDPR.

4

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

The introduction of changes under GDPR places a duty on all data controllers and data
processors to deal with personal data in a lawful and diligent manner. By ensuring that
there is a robust Data Protection Policy in place, the Authority will be well positioned to
adhere to these new requirements.

5

IMPLICATIONS
In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues;
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality &
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Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management;
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation
Programme; Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under
one or more of these headings, these are identified below.
5.1

Constitutional & Legal

5.1.1

GDPR compliance is a legal requirement. Constitutionally, final approval of the Policy sits
with the Cabinet.

5.2

Contracts

5.2.1

GDPR places obligation on Data Controllers to impose GDPR obligations on contractors.

5.3

Financial

5.3.1

Adoption of the Policy does not of itself have any financial implications. Clearly, compliance
with GDPR does have financial implications.

5.4

Risk Management

5.4.1

Having a robust Policy and associated procedures helps the Council to evidence
compliance (the ‘accountability principle’ under GDPR). This, together with proper use of
the policy and procedures, will ensure that our data practices improve and our level of risk
reduces.

6

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

All wards/communities are affected.

7

ACRONYMS

7.1

GDPR – General Data Protection Regulation

Background papers:-

None

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:
Telephone Number
Email:

Mark Stinson Executive Manager - Governance
01775 764612
mark.stinson@breckland-sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision:

No

Exempt Decision:

No

Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A
Appendix B
Appendix C

Data Protection Policy (draft)
Data Security Breach Procedure
Response procedures for data subject requests under GDPR
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APPENDIX A

Data Protection Policy
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South Holland District Council is committed to protecting the rights and privacy of all people with regard
to the processing of personal data. During the course of our activities we will collect, store and process
personal information about our staff, customers, suppliers and other third parties. We recognise the
need to treat personal data in an appropriate and lawful manner and all processing will be conducted in
accordance with this policy, the Data Protection Act 1998, the General Data Protection Regulation and
any subsequent or amending legislation.
This Policy applies to all employees and members of South Holland District Council. Any breach of this
policy will be taken seriously and serious or persistent Personal Data Breaches may be considered to be
a breach of the Members’ Code of Conduct or result in disciplinary action [links]. As a matter of good
practice, other agencies and individuals working with the Council, who have access to personal
information, will be expected to read and comply with this Policy.
This Policy is open to all internal and external stakeholders and is available to view on the Council’s
website: [link]
Users of this policy are encouraged to view further guidance that has been issued by the Information
Commissioner’s Office (“ICO”). Guidance is available in many discrete areas (such as CCTV, data
sharing and subject access rights). These guidance notes can be accessed from the following webpage:
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guidance-index/data-protection-and-privacy-and-electroniccommunications/
The ICO also has a guide specifically about the new General Data Protection Regulation which can be
found here: https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/
Further resources can also be found on the Council’s Intranet at https://intranet.sholland.gov.uk/GDPR

1. INTERPRETATION
1.1 DEFINITIONS:
Automated Decision-Making (ADM): when a decision is made which is based solely on Automated
Processing (including profiling) which produces legal effects or significantly affects an individual. The
GDPR prohibits Automated Decision-Making (unless certain conditions are met) but not Automated
Processing.
Automated Processing: any form of automated processing of Personal Data consisting of the use of
Personal Data to evaluate certain personal aspects relating to an individual, in particular to analyse or
© 2018 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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predict aspects concerning that individual’s performance at work, economic situation, health, personal
preferences, interests, reliability, behaviour, location or movements. Profiling is an example of
Automated Processing.
Council name: South Holland District Council.
Council Personnel: all employees, contractors, agency workers, consultants, elected members and
others.
Consent: agreement which must be freely given, specific, informed and be an unambiguous indication
of the Data Subject’s wishes by which they, by a statement or by a clear positive action, signify
agreement to the Processing of Personal Data relating to them.
Data Controller: the person or organisation that determines when, why and how to process Personal
Data. It is responsible for establishing practices and policies in line with the GDPR. We are the Data
Controller of all Personal Data relating to our Council Personnel and Personal Data used in our business
for our own purposes.
Data Subject: a living, identified or identifiable individual about whom we hold Personal Data. Data
Subjects may be nationals or residents of any country and may have legal rights regarding their
Personal Data.
Data Privacy Impact Assessment (DPIA): tools and assessments used to identify and reduce risks of
a data processing activity. DPIA can be carried out as part of Privacy by Design and should be
conducted for all major system or business change programs involving the Processing of Personal Data.
Data Protection Officer (DPO): the person required to be appointed in specific circumstances under
the GDPR. The Council’s DPO is the person for the time being identified as such in the Council’s
Constitution.
EEA: the 28 countries in the EU, and Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway.
Explicit Consent: consent which requires a very clear and specific statement (that is, not just action).
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR): the General Data Protection Regulation ((EU)
2016/679). Personal Data is subject to the legal safeguards specified in the GDPR.
Personal Data: any information identifying a Data Subject or information relating to a Data Subject that
we can identify (directly or indirectly) from that data alone or in combination with other identifiers we
possess or can reasonably access. Personal Data includes Sensitive Personal Data and
Pseudonymised Personal Data but excludes anonymous data or data that has had the identity of an
individual permanently removed. Personal data can be factual (for example, a name, email address,
location or date of birth) or an opinion about that person’s actions or behaviour.
Personal Data Breach: any act or omission that compromises the security, confidentiality, integrity or
availability of Personal Data or the physical, technical, administrative or organisational safeguards that
© 2018 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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we or our third-party service providers put in place to protect it. The loss, or unauthorised access,
disclosure or acquisition, of Personal Data is a Personal Data Breach.
Privacy by Design: implementing appropriate technical and organisational measures in an effective
manner to ensure compliance with the GDPR.
Privacy Guidelines: the Council’s privacy/GDPR related guidelines provided to assist in interpreting
and implementing this Policy and Related Policies, available here: [Link].
Privacy Notices (also referred to as Fair Processing Notices) or Privacy Policies: separate notices
setting out information that may be provided to Data Subjects when the Council collects information
about them. These notices may take the form of general privacy statements applicable to a specific
group of individuals (for example, employee privacy notices or the website privacy policy) or they may be
stand-alone, one time privacy statements covering Processing related to a specific purpose.
Processing or Process: any activity that involves the use of Personal Data. It includes obtaining,
recording or holding the data, or carrying out any operation or set of operations on the data including
organising, amending, retrieving, using, disclosing, erasing or destroying it. Processing also includes
transmitting or transferring Personal Data to third parties.
Pseudonymisation or Pseudonymised: replacing information that directly or indirectly identifies an
individual with one or more artificial identifiers or pseudonyms so that the person, to whom the data
relates, cannot be identified without the use of additional information which is meant to be kept
separately and secure.
Related Policies: the Council’s policies, operating procedures or processes related to this Policy and
designed to protect Personal Data, available here: [Links e.g. IT Security, email, etc.]
Sensitive Personal Data: information revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or
similar beliefs, trade union membership, physical or mental health conditions, sexual life, sexual
orientation, biometric or genetic data, and Personal Data relating to criminal offences and convictions.

2. INTRODUCTION
This Policy sets out how South Holland District Council (”we”, “our”, “us”, “the Council”) handle the
Personal Data of our customers, suppliers, elected members, employees, workers and other third
parties.
This Policy applies to all Personal Data we Process regardless of the media on which that data is
stored or whether it relates to past or present elected members, employees, workers, customers,
clients or supplier contacts, website users or any other Data Subject.
This Policy applies to all Council Personnel (”you”, “your”). You must read, understand and comply
with this Policy when Processing Personal Data on our behalf and attend training on its requirements.
This Policy sets out what we expect from you in order for the Council to comply with applicable law.
Your compliance with this Policy is mandatory. Related Policies and Privacy Guidelines are available
to help you interpret and act in accordance with this Policy. You must also comply with all such
© 2018 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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Related Policies and Privacy Guidelines.
3. SCOPE
We recognise that the correct and lawful treatment of Personal Data will maintain confidence in the
organisation and will provide for successful business operations. Protecting the confidentiality and
integrity of Personal Data is a critical responsibility that we take seriously at all times. The Council is
exposed to potential fines of up to EUR20 million (approximately £18 million) or 4% of total annual
turnover, whichever is higher and depending on the breach, for failure to comply with the provisions of
the GDPR.
All managers and elected members are responsible for ensuring that all Council Personnel comply
with this Policy and need to implement appropriate practices, processes, controls and training to
ensure such compliance.
The DPO is responsible for overseeing this Policy and, as applicable, developing Related Policies
and Privacy Guidelines.
Please contact the DPO with any questions about the operation of this Policy or the GDPR or if you
have any concerns that this Policy is not being or has not been followed. In particular, you must
always contact the DPO in the following circumstances:

(a) if you are unsure of the lawful basis which you are relying on to process Personal Data
(including the legitimate interests used by the Council) (see Section [5.1] below);
(b) if you need to rely on Consent and/or need to capture Explicit Consent (see Section [5.2]
below);
(c) if you need to draft Privacy Notices or Fair Processing Notices and are unsure of the
necessary content (see Section [5.3] below);
(d) if you are unsure about the retention period for the Personal Data being Processed (see
Section [9] below);
(e) if you are unsure about what security or other measures you need to implement to protect
Personal Data (see Section [10.1] below);
(f) if there has been a Personal Data Breach (Section [10.2] below);
(g) if you are unsure on what basis to transfer Personal Data outside the EEA (see Section [11]
below);
(h) if you need any assistance dealing with any rights invoked by a Data Subject (see Section
[12]);
(i) whenever you are engaging in a significant new, or change in, Processing activity which is
likely to require a DPIA (see Section [13.4] below) or plan to use Personal Data for purposes
other than what it was collected for;
(j) If you plan to undertake any activities involving Automated Processing including profiling or
© 2018 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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Automated Decision-Making (see Section [13.5] below);
(k) If you need help complying with applicable law when carrying out direct marketing activities
(see Section [13.6] below); or
(l) if you need help with any contracts or other areas in relation to sharing Personal Data with third
parties (including our vendors) (see Section [13.7] below).
4. PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION PRINCIPLES
We adhere to the principles relating to Processing of Personal Data set out in the GDPR which
require Personal Data to be:
(a) Processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner (Lawfulness, Fairness and
Transparency).
(b) Collected only for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes (Purpose Limitation).
(c) Adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which it is
Processed (Data Minimisation).
(d) Accurate and where necessary kept up to date (Accuracy).
(e) Not kept in a form which permits identification of Data Subjects for longer than is necessary
for the purposes for which the data is Processed (Storage Limitation).
(f) Processed in a manner that ensures its security using appropriate technical and
organisational measures to protect against unauthorised or unlawful Processing and against
accidental loss, destruction or damage (Security, Integrity and Confidentiality).
(g) Not transferred to another country without appropriate safeguards being in place (Transfer
Limitation).
(h) Made available to Data Subjects and Data Subjects allowed to exercise certain rights in
relation to their Personal Data (Data Subject’s Rights and Requests).
We are responsible for and must be able to demonstrate compliance with the data protection
principles listed above (Accountability).

5. LAWFULNESS, FAIRNESS, TRANSPARENCY
5.1 LAWFULNESS AND FAIRNESS
Personal Data must be Processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner in relation to the Data
Subject.
You may only collect, Process and share Personal Data fairly and lawfully and for specified purposes.
The GDPR restricts our actions regarding Personal Data to specified lawful purposes. These
restrictions are not intended to prevent Processing, but ensure that we Process Personal Data fairly
© 2018 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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and without adversely affecting the Data Subject.
The GDPR allows Processing for specific purposes, some of which are set out below:
(a) the Data Subject has given his or her Consent;
(b) the Processing is necessary for the performance of a contract with the Data Subject;
(c) to meet our legal obligations;
(d) to protect the Data Subject’s vital interests;
(e) necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of
official authority;
You must identify and document the legal ground being relied on for each Processing activity. It is
very important that you do not seek to rely on consent where you have another lawful purpose (many
of our services are, for example, tasks carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official
authority).
5.2 CONSENT
A Data Controller must only process Personal Data on the basis of one or more of the lawful bases
set out in the GDPR, which include Consent.
A Data Subject consents to Processing of their Personal Data if they indicate agreement clearly either
by a statement or positive action to the Processing. Consent requires affirmative action so silence,
pre-ticked boxes or inactivity are unlikely to be sufficient. If Consent is given in a document which
deals with other matters, then the Consent must be kept separate from those other matters.
Data Subjects must be easily able to withdraw Consent to Processing at any time and withdrawal
must be promptly honoured. Consent may need to be refreshed if you intend to Process Personal
Data for a different and incompatible purpose which was not disclosed when the Data Subject first
consented.
Unless we can rely on another legal basis of Processing, Explicit Consent is usually required for
Processing Sensitive Personal Data, for Automated Decision-Making and for cross border data
transfers. Usually we will be relying on another legal basis (and not require Explicit Consent) to
Process most types of Sensitive Data. Where Explicit Consent is required, you must issue a Fair
Processing Notice to the Data Subject to capture Explicit Consent.
You will need to evidence Consent captured and keep records of all Consents so that the Council can
demonstrate compliance with Consent requirements.
5.3 TRANSPARENCY (NOTIFYING DATA SUBJECTS)
The GDPR requires Data Controllers to provide detailed, specific information to Data Subjects
depending on whether the information was collected directly from Data Subjects or from elsewhere.
Such information must be provided through appropriate Privacy Notices or Fair Processing Notices
which must be concise, transparent, intelligible, easily accessible, and in clear and plain language so
that a Data Subject can easily understand them.
© 2018 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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Whenever we collect Personal Data directly from Data Subjects, including for human resources or
employment purposes, we must provide the Data Subject with all the information required by the
GDPR including the identity of the Data Controller and DPO, how and why we will use, Process,
disclose, protect and retain that Personal Data through a Fair Processing Notice which must be
presented when the Data Subject first provides the Personal Data..
When Personal Data is collected indirectly (for example, from a third party or publically available
source), you must provide the Data Subject with all the information required by the GDPR as soon as
possible after collecting/receiving the data. You must also check that the Personal Data was collected
by the third party in accordance with the GDPR and on a basis which contemplates our proposed
Processing of that Personal Data.
You should always check the Intranet (see earlier hyperlinks) for any guidelines on drafting Privacy
Notices/Fair Processing Notices.
6. PURPOSE LIMITATION
Personal Data must be collected only for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes. It must not be
further Processed in any manner incompatible with those purposes.
You cannot use Personal Data for new, different or incompatible purposes from that disclosed when
it was first obtained unless you have informed the Data Subject of the new purposes and they have
Consented where necessary.
7. DATA MINIMISATION
Personal Data must be adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the
purposes for which it is Processed.
You may only Process Personal Data when performing your job duties (or in the case of an elected
member, your ward duties or duties as an elected member generally) require it. You cannot Process
Personal Data for any reason unrelated to your job/member duties.
You may only collect Personal Data that you require for your job/member duties: do not collect
excessive data. Ensure any Personal Data collected is adequate and relevant for the intended
purposes.
You must ensure that when Personal Data is no longer needed for specified purposes, it is deleted
or anonymised in accordance with the Council’s data retention guidelines.
8. ACCURACY
Personal Data must be accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date. It must be corrected or
deleted without delay when inaccurate.
You will ensure that the Personal Data we use and hold is accurate, complete, kept up to date and
relevant to the purpose for which we collected it. You must check the accuracy of any Personal Data
at the point of collection and at regular intervals afterwards. You must take all reasonable steps to
destroy or amend inaccurate or out-of-date Personal Data.
© 2018 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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9. STORAGE LIMITATION
Personal Data must not be kept in an identifiable form for longer than is necessary for the purposes
for which the data is processed.
You must not keep Personal Data in a form which permits the identification of the Data Subject for
longer than needed for the legitimate business purpose or purposes for which we originally collected
it including for the purpose of satisfying any legal, accounting or reporting requirements.
The Council will maintain retention policies and procedures to ensure Personal Data is deleted after
a reasonable time for the purposes for which it was being held, unless a law requires such data to
be kept for a minimum time. You must comply with the Council’s guidelines on Data Retention which
can be found in our Information Assets Register at the Intranet page referred to earlier in this policy.
You will take all reasonable steps to destroy or erase from our systems all Personal Data that we no
longer require in accordance with all the Council’s applicable records retention schedules and
policies. This includes requiring third parties to delete such data where applicable.
You will ensure Data Subjects are informed of the period for which data is stored and how that
period is determined in any applicable Privacy Notice or Fair Processing Notice.
10. SECURITY INTEGRITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY
10.1 PROTECTING PERSONAL DATA
Personal Data must be secured by appropriate technical and organisational measures against
unauthorised or unlawful Processing, and against accidental loss, destruction or damage.
We will develop, implement and maintain safeguards appropriate to our size, scope and business,
our available resources, the amount of Personal Data that we own or maintain on behalf of others
and identified risks (including use of encryption and Pseudonymisation where applicable). We will
regularly evaluate and test the effectiveness of those safeguards to ensure security of our
Processing of Personal Data. You are responsible for protecting the Personal Data we hold. You
must implement reasonable and appropriate security measures against unlawful or unauthorised
Processing of Personal Data and against the accidental loss of, or damage to, Personal Data. You
must exercise particular care in protecting Sensitive Personal Data from loss and unauthorised
access, use or disclosure.
You must follow all procedures and technologies we put in place to maintain the security of all
Personal Data from the point of collection to the point of destruction. You may only transfer
Personal Data to third-party service providers who agree to comply with the required policies and
procedures and who agree to put adequate measures in place, as requested.
You must maintain data security by protecting the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the
Personal Data, defined as follows:
(a) Confidentiality means that only people who have a need to know and are authorised to use
the Personal Data can access it.
© 2018 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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(b) Integrity means that Personal Data is accurate and suitable for the purpose for which it is
processed.
(c) Availability means that authorised users are able to access the Personal Data when they
need it for authorised purposes.
You must comply with and not attempt to circumvent the administrative, physical and technical
safeguards we implement and maintain in accordance with the GDPR and relevant standards to
protect Personal Data.

10.2 REPORTING A PERSONAL DATA BREACH
The GDPR requires Data Controllers to notify any Personal Data Breach to the applicable
regulator (the Information Commissioner) and, in certain instances, the Data Subject.
We have put in place procedures to deal with any suspected Personal Data Breach and will notify
Data Subjects or any applicable regulator where we are legally required to do so.
If you know or suspect that a Personal Data Breach has occurred, do not attempt to investigate the
matter yourself. Immediately contact the DPO or in his/her absence the Legal Team. You should
preserve all evidence relating to the potential Personal Data Breach.
The Council has a Personal Data Breach protocol which can be found here: [Link]

11. TRANSFER LIMITATION
The GDPR restricts data transfers to countries outside the EEA in order to ensure that the level of
data protection afforded to individuals by the GDPR is not undermined. You transfer Personal
Data originating in one country across borders when you transmit, send, view or access that data
in or to a different country.
You may only transfer Personal Data outside the EEA if one of the following conditions applies:
(a) the European Commission has issued a decision confirming that the country to which we
transfer the Personal Data ensures an adequate level of protection for the Data Subjects’
rights and freedoms. Currently these countries are Andorra, Argentina, Canada, Faeroe
Islands, Guernsey, Israel, Isle of Man, Jersey, New Zealand, Switzerland and Uruguay but
you can find updates at the following link: EU website;
(b) appropriate safeguards are in place such as binding corporate rules (BCR), standard
contractual clauses approved by the European Commission, an approved code of conduct
or a certification mechanism;
(c) the Data Subject has provided Explicit Consent to the proposed transfer after being
informed of any potential risks; or
(d) the transfer is necessary for one of the other reasons set out in the GDPR including the
performance of a contract between us and the Data Subject, reasons of public interest, to
© 2018 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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establish, exercise or defend legal claims or to protect the vital interests of the Data Subject
where the Data Subject is physically or legally incapable of giving Consent.

12. DATA SUBJECT’S RIGHTS AND REQUESTS
Data Subjects have rights when it comes to how we handle their Personal Data. These include
rights to:
(a) withdraw Consent to Processing at any time;
(b) receive certain information about the Data Controller’s Processing activities;
(c) request access to their Personal Data that we hold;
(d) prevent our use of their Personal Data for direct marketing purposes;
(e) ask us to erase Personal Data if it is no longer necessary in relation to the purposes for
which it was collected or Processed or to rectify inaccurate data or to complete incomplete
data;
(f) restrict Processing in specific circumstances;
(g) challenge Processing which has been justified on the basis of the public interest;
(h) request a copy of an agreement under which Personal Data is transferred outside of the
EEA;
(i) object to decisions based solely on Automated Processing, including profiling (ADM);
(j) prevent Processing that is likely to cause damage or distress to the Data Subject or anyone
else;
(k) be notified of a Personal Data Breach which is likely to result in high risk to their rights and
freedoms;
(l) make a complaint to the supervisory authority; and
(m) in limited circumstances, receive or ask for their Personal Data to be transferred to a third
party in a structured, commonly used and machine readable format.
You must verify the identity of an individual requesting data under any of the rights listed above (do
not allow third parties to persuade you into disclosing Personal Data without proper authorisation).
Full procedures can be found here [Link]
You must immediately forward any Data Subject request you receive to the Council’s Corporate
Improvement and Performance Team.
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13. ACCOUNTABILITY
13.1The Data Controller (in most cases the Council) must implement appropriate technical and
organisational measures in an effective manner, to ensure compliance with data protection
principles. The Data Controller is responsible for, and must be able to demonstrate, compliance with
the data protection principles.
The Council must have adequate resources and controls in place to ensure and to document GDPR
compliance including:
(a) appointing a suitably qualified DPO and an officer accountable for data privacy;
(b) implementing Privacy by Design when Processing Personal Data and completing DPIAs
where Processing presents a high risk to rights and freedoms of Data Subjects;
(c) integrating data protection into internal documents including this Policy, Related Policies,
Privacy Guidelines, Privacy Notices or Fair Processing Notices;
(d) regularly training Council Personnel on the GDPR, this Policy, Related Policies and Privacy
Guidelines and data protection matters including, for example, Data Subject’s rights,
Consent, legal basis, DPIA and Personal Data Breaches. The Council must maintain a
record of training attendance by Council Personnel; and
(e) regularly testing the privacy measures implemented and conducting periodic reviews and
audits to assess compliance, including using results of testing to demonstrate compliance
improvement effort.
13.2 RECORD KEEPING
The GDPR requires us to keep full and accurate records of all our data Processing activities.
You must keep and maintain accurate corporate records reflecting our Processing including
records of Data Subjects’ Consents and procedures for obtaining Consents.
These records should include, at a minimum, the name and contact details of the Data Controller
and the DPO, clear descriptions of the Personal Data types, Data Subject types, Processing
activities, Processing purposes, third-party recipients of the Personal Data, Personal Data storage
locations, Personal Data transfers, the Personal Data’s retention period and a description of the
security measures in place.
13.3 TRAINING AND AUDIT
We are required to ensure that all Council Personnel have undergone adequate training to enable
them to comply with data privacy laws. We must also regularly test our systems and processes to
assess compliance.
You must undergo all mandatory data privacy related training and ensure your team undergo
similar mandatory training.
You must regularly review all the systems and processes under your control to ensure they comply
with this Policy and check that adequate governance controls and resources are in place to ensure
proper use and protection of Personal Data.
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13.4 PRIVACY BY DESIGN AND DATA PROTECTION IMPACT ASSESSMENT (DPIA)
We are required to implement Privacy by Design measures when Processing Personal Data by
implementing appropriate technical and organisational measures (like Pseudonymisation) in an
effective manner, to ensure compliance with data privacy principles.
You must assess what Privacy by Design measures can be implemented on all
programs/systems/processes that Process Personal Data by taking into account the following:
(a) the state of the art;
(b) the cost of implementation;
(c) the nature, scope, context and purposes of Processing; and
(d) the risks of varying likelihood and severity for rights and freedoms of Data Subjects posed
by the Processing.
Data controllers must also conduct DPIAs in respect to high risk Processing.
You should conduct a DPIA (and discuss your findings with the DPO) when implementing major
system or business change programs involving the Processing of Personal Data including:
(e) use of new technologies (programs, systems or processes), or changing technologies
(programs, systems or processes);
(f)

Automated Processing including profiling and ADM;

(g) large scale Processing of Sensitive Data; and
(h) large scale, systematic monitoring of a publicly accessible area.
A DPIA must include:
(i)

a description of the Processing and its purposes;

(j)

an assessment of the necessity and proportionality of the Processing in relation to its
purpose;

(k) an assessment of the risk to individuals; and
(l)

the risk mitigation measures in place and demonstration of compliance.

13.5 AUTOMATED PROCESSING (INCLUDING PROFILING) AND AUTOMATED DECISIONMAKING
Generally, ADM is prohibited when a decision has a legal or similar significant effect on an
individual unless:
(a) a Data Subject has Explicitly Consented;
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(b) the Processing is authorised by law; or
(c) the Processing is necessary for the performance of or entering into a contract.
If certain types of Sensitive Data are being processed, then grounds (b) or (c) will not be allowed
but such Sensitive Data can be Processed where it is necessary (unless less intrusive means can
be used) for substantial public interest like fraud prevention.
If a decision is to be based solely on Automated Processing (including profiling), then Data
Subjects must be informed when you first communicate with them of their right to object. This right
must be explicitly brought to their attention and presented clearly and separately from other
information. Further, suitable measures must be put in place to safeguard the Data Subject’s rights
and freedoms and legitimate interests.
We must also inform the Data Subject of the logic involved in the decision making or profiling, the
significance and envisaged consequences and give the Data Subject the right to request human
intervention, express their point of view or challenge the decision.
A DPIA must be carried out before any Automated Processing (including profiling) or ADM
activities are undertaken.

13.6 DIRECT MARKETING
We are subject to certain rules and privacy laws when marketing to our customers.
For example, a Data Subject’s prior consent is required for electronic direct marketing (for
example, by email, text or automated calls). The limited exception for existing customers known as
“soft opt in” allows organisations to send marketing texts or emails if they have obtained contact
details in the course of a sale to that person, they are marketing similar products or services, and
they gave the person an opportunity to opt out of marketing when first collecting the details and in
every subsequent message.
The right to object to direct marketing must be explicitly offered to the Data Subject in an intelligible
manner so that it is clearly distinguishable from other information.
A Data Subject’s objection to direct marketing must be promptly honoured. If a customer opts out
at any time, their details should be suppressed as soon as possible. Suppression involves
retaining just enough information to ensure that marketing preferences are respected in the future.
You must comply with any Council guidelines on direct marketing to customers.
13.7 SHARING PERSONAL DATA
Generally we are not allowed to share Personal Data with third parties unless certain safeguards
and contractual arrangements have been put in place.
You may only share the Personal Data internally if the recipient has a job-related need to know the
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information.
You may only share the Personal Data we hold with third parties, such as our service providers if:
(a) they have a need to know the information for the purposes of providing the contracted
services;
(b) sharing the Personal Data complies with the Privacy Notice provided to the Data Subject
and, if required, the Data Subject’s Consent has been obtained;
(c) the third party has agreed to comply with the required data security standards, policies and
procedures and put adequate security measures in place;
(d) the transfer complies with any applicable cross border transfer restrictions; and
(e) a fully executed written contract that contains GDPR approved third party clauses has been
obtained.
14. CHANGES TO THIS POLICY
We reserve the right to change this Policy at any time without notice to you so please check back
regularly to obtain the latest copy of this Policy.
This Policy does not override any applicable national data privacy laws and regulations.
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APPENDIX B

Data Security Breach Procedure
Introduction
All information security incidents must be reported to the Legal Team. This enables an
internal investigation, with a view to determining what action should be taken and
whether the incident should be reported to the Information Commissioner’s Office.
Even if information has not been lost, but the incident may be classed as a ‘near
miss’ this should be reported to your manager. An example here might be a
member of staff taking sensitive information home without authority, but returning it
safely the next day.
Note: if we need to self-report to the ICO this must be done within 72 hours
Actions

Responsibilities and Duties

1
Employee

2
CIP Team

3
DPO

All identified incidents must be reported to the Council’s Legal Team as
soon as they are detected. The Legal Team will notify the DPO
If the incident is identified via a complaint, the CIP Team will appoint
an investigating officer from the service area where the incident has
originated, and the matter will managed under the Corporate
Complaints Procedure
If the incident has not been reported through the Complaints process,
the DPO will appoint a senior officer within the service area to
investigate the incident and establish why it happened, whether or not
it constitutes a breach and what remedial action is necessary. The
investigating officer will keep the Legal Team regularly updated on
progress.

4
Investigating
Officer

The investigating officer will take professional advice as required from
the DPO, CIP Team, Legal Services, and HR.

5

Establish the following and advise the Legal Team as soon as possible:

Employee
Investigating
Officer







The extent of the breach
The amount of information involved
The sensitivity of information involved
A timeline of dates and times concerning the incident
The potential for loss or damage to individuals, the Council or any
other body
 What measures need to be taken and how quickly (for example: can
the information be recovered? Do any individuals or organisations
need to be notified? Do the Police need to be notified?)
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Actions

Responsibilities and Duties

6
Unless considered to be a very minor breach of security, carry out and
Investigating document a risk assessment. Depending upon the outcome of the
risk assessment, use the letter template in Annex 1 to inform those
Officer
affected by the breach.
7
Investigating
Officer
8
DPO

Report the loss of data to the police as required, and notify the
Council’s DPO whenever the police are involved.
Consider convening a meeting as appropriate involving people who
are likely to have an active role in remedying the breach or dealing
with any of the outside parties involved. Maintain an action plan
tasking individuals with assisting the investigation as necessary.

9
Investigating Consider whether written statements may be needed. If so, first consult
with the Legal Team and the HR Team if it is considered that
Officer
Disciplinary action may be required at some point.
10
Investigating If information has been sent to the wrong address, retrieve the
information as soon as possible, using the letter template in Annex 1
Officer
or via a home visit as appropriate.
11
Always consider involving the Council’s Communications team early
Investigating on and keeping them updated.
Officer
12
As part of the process of identifying the cause of the breach, try to
Investigating consider measures that can be put in place to eliminate or reduce the
chances of a reoccurrence. Where these are obvious, put them in
Officer
place straight away; where these would need further discussion, report
them to the DPO.
13
Where the incident has been treated as a complaint, the investigating
Investigating officer will draft a response for the complainant and have it reviewed
by the Legal Team and the DPO. The response will be sent to the
Officer
complainant by the CIP Team.
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ANNEX 1 – letter to individual whose data has been breached
Actions

Responsibilities and Duties

14

Provide a final written briefing to the DPO. If the DPO concludes that
the breach should be reported to the Information Commissioner,
Investigating complete a formal breach notification form and send it to the Legal
Team and the DPO for review
Officer

15
Legal team/
DPO

Submit ICO Breach notification form (if required) and address any
outstanding legal issues (e.g. injunction proceedings).
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/report-a-breach/personal-databreach/
Notify the relevant portfolio holder(s) where a breach notification is
submitted.

Further guidance
available (links to
useful documents)
Related policies &
procedures

https://ico.org.uk/media/fororganisations/documents/1536/breach_reporting.pdf
Disciplinary Procedure
Data Protection Policy

Golden rules for reporting and investigating data breaches
Remember:
 Do not keep a breach to yourself, even if you feel there has been no harm
arising.
 Do not seek to apportion blame – the main object of this procedure is to
address the breach and improve our processes.
 This procedure is not confined to breaches involving personal data only. Any
uncontrolled information loss is important.
 Be honest with the facts.
 Be thorough in investigating or assisting with any investigation.
Contact details
Mark Stinson
Data Protection Officer
Tel: 07899 061277
Sarah Wolstenholme-Smy
Legal Services Manager
Tel: 07970 248422

Letter to notify that personal data has been breached
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ANNEX 1 – letter to individual whose data has been breached
I write to you to bring to your attention a breach of the Data Protection Act 1998 that
Dear ____________
[provide a short description of the breach] which unfortunately involves your
personal data.
Please be assured that we are taking this matter very seriously and are investigating
the matter / have concluded our investigation into it.
The facts in this matter are <give description of what has happened>.
<State what remedial action(s) have been carried out>
<State what has been done to prevent a reoccurrence>
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this letter, please get in touch with
me.
I would again like to apologise for the incident of which you may have, until now,
been unaware.

Yours sincerely,
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ANNEX 2 – letter to person who has received personal data in error
Letter to retrieve information in response to notification by service user
[refer to any letter or telephone call from them telling us about having received the
information in error – thanking them as appropriate].
[otherwise, explain the incident and that we believe that they have received
information in error].
As you would imagine we have taken this matter very seriously and have concluded
our investigation into it.
The facts in this matter are <give description of what has happened>.
Could you please return the document(s) to me at the address below by <date 10
days from now>.
<State what remedial action(s) have been carried out>
<State what has been done to prevent a reoccurrence>
I hope this letter has allayed your fears as to the integrity of your own information and
documents and can I again thank you for bringing this case to our attention enabling
us to take appropriate action.
Yours sincerely,
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APPENDIX C
These procedures need to be read in conjunction with the Council’s Data Protection Policy and any guidance that
may be issued from time to time by the Information Commissioner’s Office.
The Council’s Corporate Improvement and Performance (CIP) Team will co-ordinate all requests under these
procedures.
Where requests are made for erasure or restriction of personal data, not to be subject to automated decisionmaking, or where an objection to processing is received, the officer dealing with the request/objection must
consult with the Legal Team before processing the request. This is extremely important particularly as certain
personal data must not be erased and must continue to be processed where, for example, the Council needs to
process the data in order to perform a statutory duty – such as collecting Council Tax.

1. ABOUT THESE PROCEDURES
1.1

Data subjects have certain rights in respect of their personal data. When we process data subjects’
personal data, we shall respect those rights. These procedures provide a framework for responding to
requests to exercise those rights. It is our policy to ensure that requests by data subjects covered by
these procedures to exercise their rights in respect of their personal data are handled in accordance with
applicable law.

1.2

For the purposes of these procedures, “personal data” means any information relating to an identified or
identifiable data subject. An identifiable data subject is anyone who can be identified, directly or indirectly,
by reference to an identifier, such as a name, identification number or online identifier. “Processing”
means any operation or set of operations that is performed on personal data, such as collection, use,
storage, dissemination and destruction.

1.3

These procedures only apply to data subjects whose personal data we process.

2. RESPONDING TO REQUESTS TO ACCESS PERSONAL DATA
2.1

Data subjects have the right to request access to their personal data processed by us. Such requests are
called Subject Access Requests (SARs). When a data subject makes an SAR we shall take the following
steps:
(a) log the date on which the request was received (to ensure that the relevant timeframe of one month
for responding to the request is met) – all SARs must be passed to the CIP Team for allocation and
co-ordination;
(b) confirm the identity of the data subject who is the subject of the personal data. For example, we may
request additional information (such as a passport and utility bill) from the data subject to confirm
their identity;
(c) search databases, systems, applications and other places where the personal data which are the
subject of the request may be held; and
(d) confirm to the data subject whether or not personal data of the data subject making the SAR are
being processed.

2.2 If personal data of the data subject are being processed, we shall provide the data subject with the
following information in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and
plain language, in writing or by other (including electronic) means:
© 2018 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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(a) the purposes of the processing;
(b) the categories of personal data concerned (for example, contact details, bank account information
and details of sales activity);
(c) the recipients or categories of recipient to whom the personal data have been or will be disclosed, in
particular recipients overseas (for example, US-based service providers);
(d) where possible, the envisaged period for which the personal data will be stored, or, if not possible,
the criteria used to determine that period;
(e) the existence of the right to request rectification or erasure of personal data or restriction of
processing of personal data or to object to such processing;
(f)

the right to lodge a complaint with the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO);

(g) where the personal data are not collected from the data subject, any available information as to their
source;
(h) the existence of any automated decision-making in relation to the subject’s personal data and
meaningful information about the logic involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged
consequences of such processing for the data subject; and
(i)

where personal data are transferred outside the EU, details of the appropriate safeguards to protect
the personal data.

2.3

We shall also, unless there is an exemption (see Paragraph 9 below), provide the data subject with a
copy of the personal data processed by us in a commonly used electronic form (unless the data subject
either did not make the request by electronic means or has specifically requested not to be provided with
the copy in electronic form) within one month of receipt of the request. If the request is complex, or there
are a number of requests, we may extend the period for responding by a further two months. If we extend
the period for responding we shall inform the data subject within one month of receipt of the request and
explain the reason(s) for the delay.

2.4

Before providing the personal data to the data subject making the SAR, we shall review the personal data
requested to see if they contain the personal data of other data subjects. If they do, we may redact the
personal data of those other data subjects prior to providing the data subject with their personal data,
unless those other data subjects have consented to the disclosure of their personal data.

2.5

If the SAR is manifestly unfounded or excessive, for example, because of its repetitive character, we may
charge a reasonable fee, taking into account the administrative costs of providing the personal data, or
refuse to act on the request.

2.6

If we are not going to respond to the SAR we shall inform the data subject of the reason(s) for not taking
action and of the possibility of lodging a complaint with the ICO.

3. RESPONDING TO REQUESTS TO RECTIFY PERSONAL DATA
3.1

Data subjects have the right to have their inaccurate personal data rectified. Rectification can include
having incomplete personal data completed, for example, by a data subject providing a supplementary
statement regarding the data. Where such a request is made, we shall, unless there is an exemption (see
Paragraph 9 below), rectify the personal data without undue delay.
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3.2

All requests for rectification of Personal Data must be passed to the CIP Team for allocation and coordination. We shall also communicate the rectification of the personal data to each recipient to whom the
personal data have been disclosed (for example, our third party service providers who process the data
on our behalf), unless this is impossible or involves disproportionate effort. We shall also inform the data
subject about those recipients if the data subject requests it.

4. RESPONDING TO REQUESTS FOR THE ERASURE OF PERSONAL DATA
4.1

Data subjects have the right, in certain circumstances, to request that we erase their personal data.
Where such a request is made, we shall, unless there is an exemption (see Paragraph 9 below), erase
the personal data without undue delay if:
(a) the personal data are no longer necessary in relation to the purposes for which they were collected
or otherwise processed;
(b) the data subject withdraws their consent to the processing of their personal data and consent was
the basis on which the personal data were processed and there is no other legal basis for the
processing;
(c) the data subject objects to the processing of their personal data on the basis of our performance of a
task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in us, unless we
either can show compelling legitimate grounds for the processing which override the data subject’s
interests or fundamental rights and freedoms, or we are processing the data for the establishment,
exercise or defence of legal claims;
(d) the data subject objects to the processing of their personal data for direct marketing purposes;
(e) the personal data have been unlawfully processed;
(f)

the personal data have to be erased for compliance with a legal obligation to which we are subject;
or

(g) the personal data have been collected in relation to the offer of e-commerce or other online services.
4.2

When a data subject makes a request for erasure in the circumstances set out above, we shall, unless
there is an exemption (see Paragraph 4.5 and Paragraph 9 below), take the following steps:
(a) log the date on which the request was received (to ensure that the relevant timeframe of one month
for responding to the request is met) – all requests for erasure must be passed to the CIP Team for
allocation and co-ordination;
(b) confirm the identity of the data subject who is the subject of the personal data. We may request
additional information (such as a passport and utility bill) from the data subject to confirm their
identity;
(c) search databases, systems, applications and other places where the personal data which are the
subject of the request may be held and erase such data within one month of receipt of the request. If
the request is complex, or there are a number of requests, we may extend the period for responding
by a further two months. If we extend the period for responding we shall inform the data subject
within one month of receipt of the request and explain the reason(s) for the delay;
(d) where we have made the personal data public, we must, taking reasonable steps, including technical
measures, inform those who are processing the personal data that the data subject has requested
the erasure by them of any links to, or copies or replications of, those personal data; and
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(e) communicate the erasure of the personal data to each recipient to whom the personal data have
been disclosed unless this is impossible or involves disproportionate effort. We shall also inform the
data subject about those recipients if the data subject requests it.
4.3

If the request is manifestly unfounded or excessive, for example, because of its repetitive character, we
may charge a reasonable fee, taking into account the administrative costs of erasure, or refuse to act on
the request.

4.4

If we are not going to respond to the request we shall inform the data subject of the reasons for not taking
action and of the possibility of lodging a complaint with the ICO.

4.5

In addition to the exemptions in Paragraph 9 below, we can also refuse to erase the personal data to the
extent processing is necessary:
(a) for exercising the right of freedom of expression and information;
(b) for compliance with a legal obligation which requires processing by law and to which we are subject
or for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority
vested in us;
(c) for reasons of public interest in the area of public health;
(d) for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes, or statistical
purposes in so far as the right to erasure is likely to render impossible or seriously impair the
achievement of the objectives of that processing; or
(e) for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims.

5. RESPONDING TO REQUESTS TO RESTRICT THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA
5.1

Data subjects have the right, unless there is an exemption (see Paragraph 9 below), to restrict the
processing of their personal data if:
(a) the data subject contests the accuracy of the personal data, for a period to allow us to verify the
accuracy of the personal data;
(b) the processing is unlawful and the data subject opposes the erasure of the personal data and
requests the restriction of their use instead;
(c) we no longer need the personal data for the purposes we collected them, but they are required by
the data subject for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims; and
(d) the data subject has objected to the processing, pending verification of whether we have legitimate
grounds to override the data subject’s objection.

5.2

All such requests to restrict processing must be passed to the Council’s CIP Team. Where processing has
been restricted, we shall only process the personal data (excluding storing them):
(a) with the data subject’s consent;
(b) for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims;
(c) for the protection of the rights of another person; or
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(d) for reasons of important public interest.
5.3

Prior to lifting the restriction, we shall inform the data subject of the lifting of the restriction.

5.4

We shall communicate the restriction of processing of the personal data to each recipient to whom the
personal data have been disclosed, unless this is impossible or involves disproportionate effort. We shall
also inform the data subject about those recipients if the data subject requests it.

6. RESPONDING TO REQUESTS FOR THE PORTABILITY OF PERSONAL DATA
6.1

Data subjects have the right, in certain circumstances, to receive their personal data that they have
provided to us in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format that they can then transmit
to another company. Where such a request is made, we shall, unless there is an exemption (see
Paragraph 9 below), provide the personal data without undue delay if:
(a) the legal basis for the processing of the personal data is consent or pursuant to a contract; and
(b) our processing of those data is automated.

6.2

When a data subject makes a request for portability in the circumstances set out above, we shall take the
following steps:
(a) log the date on which the request was received (to ensure that the relevant timeframe of one month
for responding to the request is met) – all requests for portability must be passed to the CIP Team for
allocation and co-ordination;
(b) confirm the identity of the data subject who is the subject of the personal data. We may request
additional information (such as a passport and utility bill) from the data subject to confirm their
identity;
(c) search databases, systems, applications and other places where the personal data which are the
subject of the request may be held and provide the data subject with such data (or, at the data
subject’s request, transmit the personal data directly to another company, where technically feasible)
within one month of receipt of the request. If the request is complex, or there are a number of
requests, we may extend the period for responding by a further two months. If we extend the period
for responding we shall inform the data subject within one month of receipt of the request and explain
the reason(s) for the delay.

6.3 If the request is manifestly unfounded or excessive, for example, because of its repetitive character, we
may charge a reasonable fee, taking into account the administrative costs of providing or transmitting the
personal data, or refuse to act on the request.
6.4 If we are not going to respond to the request we shall inform the data subject of the reasons for not taking
action and of the possibility of lodging a complaint with the ICO.
7. RESPONDING TO OBJECTIONS TO THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA
7.1

Data subjects have the right to object to the processing of their personal data where such processing is
on the basis of our performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official
authority vested in us, unless we either:
(a) can show compelling legitimate grounds for the processing which override the data subject’s
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interests or fundamental rights and freedoms; or
(b) are processing the personal data for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims.
7.2

Data subjects also have the right to object to the processing of their personal data for scientific or
historical research purposes, or statistical purposes, unless the processing is necessary for the
performance of a task carried out for reasons of public interest.

7.3

Where such an objection is made, we shall, unless there is an exemption (see Paragraph 9 below), no
longer process a data subject’s personal data.

7.4

Where personal data are processed for direct marketing purposes, data subjects have the right to object
at any time to the processing of their personal data for such marketing. If a data subject makes such a
request, we shall stop processing the personal data for such purposes.

7.5

All such objections to the processing of personal data must be passed to the CIP Team for allocation and
co-ordination.

8. RESPONDING TO REQUESTS NOT TO BE SUBJECT TO AUTOMATED DECISION-MAKING
8.1

Data subjects have the right, in certain circumstances, not to be subject to a decision based solely on the
automated processing of their personal data, if such decision produces legal effects concerning them or
similarly significantly affects them. Where such a request is made, we shall, unless there is an exemption
(see Paragraph 9 below), no longer make such a decision unless it:
(a) is necessary for entering into, or the performance of, a contract between us and the data subject;
(b) is authorised by applicable law which lays down suitable measures to safeguard the data subject’s
rights, freedoms and legitimate interests; or
(c) is based on the data subject’s explicit consent.

8.2

If the decision falls within Paragraph 8.1(a) or Paragraph 8.1(c), we shall implement suitable measures to
safeguard the data subject’s rights, freedoms and legitimate interests, including the right to obtain human
intervention, to express their point of view and to contest the decision.

8.3

All such requests must be passed to the CIP Team for allocation and co-ordination.

9. EXEMPTIONS
9.1 Before responding to any request we shall check whether there are any exemptions that apply to the
personal data that are the subject of the request. Exemptions may apply where it is necessary and
proportionate not to comply with the requests described above to safeguard:
(a) national security;
(b) defence;
(c) public security;
(d) the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of
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criminal penalties, including the safeguarding against and the prevention of threats to public security;
(e) other important objectives of general national public interest, in particular an important national
economic or financial interest, including monetary, budgetary and taxation matters, public health and
social security;
(f)

the protection of judicial independence and judicial proceedings;

(g) the prevention, investigation, detection and prosecution of breaches of ethics for regulated
professions;
(h) a monitoring, inspection or regulatory function connected, even occasionally, to the exercise of
official authority in the cases referred to in Paragraph 9.1(a) and Paragraph 9.1(g) above;
(i)

the protection of the data subject or the rights and freedoms of others; or

(j)

the enforcement of civil law claims.

© 2018 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved.
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Agenda Item 11.
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of:

Executive Director, Strategy and Governance – Maxine O’Mahony

To:

Cabinet 29 May 2018

Author:

Charlotte Paine – Senior Business Intelligence Officer

Subject:

Performance Overview Report – Quarter 4 2017/18

Purpose:

To provide an update on Council performance for the period 1 January
2018 to 31 March 2018

Recommendation(s):
1)

To note the content of the report

1.0

BACKGROUND
The Quarter 4 2017/18 Performance Report (Appendix A) aims to provide Members
and residents with information about how the Council is delivering its services and
how it is progressing against its Corporate Priorities. The covering report highlights
in further detail some of the indicators within the performance report.
Areas where performance has improved are brought to Members’ attention, as are
areas of concern where performance is below expected levels or is considered to be
worsening.
Key Performance Indicators
Quarter 4 saw performance drop slightly in comparison to quarter 3. Performance is
rated as ‘moderate’ with 10 indicators being green (48%) which indicates good
performance. There are 3 (14%) amber indicators and 8 red indicators (38%);
highlighting lower than expected performance. There are 6 indicators which are
classified as data only; this means that they are monitored without requiring a target.

Performance Indicator Status FY 2017/18
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Q1
2015/16

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1
2016/17
Red

Q2

Q3

Amber
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Q4
Green

Q1
2017/18

Q2

Q3

Q4

1.1

Areas of Success
Council Tax and Business Rates Collection
The Council tax in year collection rate is reported above the target for the end of the
year, at 98.06% of collections received, this is £459,037.90 above what was targeted.
Business Rate in year collection rate is also above target at 98.75% of collections
received, this means £462,490.39 above target was collected in the year.
Planning Applications
The overall year outturn shows 91.18% of all planning applications received by South
Holland District Council in the financial year 2017/18 were determined within agreed
time frames with the indicator performing above target each month.
Housing Benefit LA error Rate
The LA Error rate currently sits at 0.22% which is below the level of error which could
possibly incur financial penalty (above 0.48%). When compared to this time last year
it is clear that the work done by the benefits team within CPBS has made a huge
impact to turn performance around and ensured the LA error rate remains below
target and on track to receive full subsidy for this financial year, subject to final audit.
Welland Homes Rent Collection
The amount of rent collected for Welland homes properties is a new indicator
reported to the board. , Since rent collection recording started in July 2017, all
properties are currently let and 100% of the chargeable rent has been collected. This
figure will continue to be monitored to ensure maximum income is achieved.

1.2

Areas for Improvement
The following areas are either not achieving their target or are experiencing a decline
in performance:
Missed Waste Collection
The final quarter of the year includes a higher proportion of misses for January. The
sheer volume of material presented in early January resulted in collections being
carried over to the following day. Many of these instances are actually recorded as
being missed which resulted in an above target performance. The recent poor
whether has also impacted on the indicator with many cases reported as missed
where collections were unable to be made.
Whilst this figure currently sits at 50.1, which is above target, please note that there
were over 1 million collections in the period, of which 99.99% were completed as
scheduled.
Staff Turnover
Staff turnover for quarter 4 is significantly reduced compared to the previous quarter,
though higher than the same period in the previous year. As previously reported, staff
turnover for the year was expected to be higher due to the ongoing moving forward
programme which saw a major service review in the Place directorate.
In this quarter, 13 of the 14 leavers were due to resignations. HR continue to offer
leavers interviews in order to understand reasons for resignations and ensure any
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areas for concern are addressed. Of the leavers in the reported quarter, there were a
number of resignations within the probation period due to mutual consent. Reasons
for staff turnover will continue to be monitored to ensure that any areas for concern
are addressed, where there are patterns in resignations identified HR will work with
CMT to address anything that requires action.
Sickness
Quarter 4 has seen a spike in the number of long term sickness cases, HR are
currently working to identify trends but there are currently no specific areas of
concerns. For March, 36% of the sickness occurrences were winter related with no
other areas of multiple sickness identified.
All cases of long term sickness are being case managed with a HR business partner
actively working with the service manager to ensure effective 2 way communication
with those off sick, identification of occupational health referrals where necessary,
along with any other possible interventions in order to ensure the employee can
return to work as soon as possible. All sickness policy and procedures are being
followed with HR monitoring managers are aware of staff sickness triggers and how
to manage such triggers using the sickness policy.
HR are currently undertaking a benchmarking exercise to understand other local
authority sickness rates and what can be learnt from other authorities, comparable
Q4 data is not available, however when comparing last year’s SHDC data, the
reported figure is about the same as last year.
Housing Voids
Following the service review and new structure in the housing team, there have been
a number of proposed changes considered to improve service delivery, including how
voids are dealt with. This has highlighted key areas which need to be further
investigated and scoped for improvement. The housing service have advised that
during this period it is likely that the reported figures will continue to be below target
whilst they analyse the data and working procedures to consider improvement
opportunities. The housing service were in attendance at Performance Monitoring
Panel on 2 May 2018 in order to discuss this with members and give assurances of
the work under way which is producing an action plan detailing how the service is
looking to improve.
Performance Framework Changes
We would like to make the board aware that as part of this year’s corporate planning
and performance framework review, there are a number of proposed changes to the
performance framework which will result in a recommendation to edit the indicators
being reported. The reason behind this is to ensure that the indicators reported align
with the refreshed corporate plan and that we monitor delivery of the plan and give
the board a strategic overview of the council’s performance.
Further details of this will be provided with the proposal to report the new indicators
as of Q1 2018/19.
2.0

OPTIONS

2.1

Members are asked to consider the information contained within the report.
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2.2

To do nothing.

3.0

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

3.1

The report is for consideration, and presented in order that members are aware of
how the Council is delivering its services and how it is progressing against its
Corporate Priorities.

4.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

The Council’s performance is properly scrutinised.

5.0

IMPLICATIONS

5.1

Constitution & Legal
The report is made within the terms of reference of the Cabinet.

5.2

Corporate Priorities
The report presents progress monitoring of performance of the corporate priorities.

5.3

Financial
The report contains information on Council’s performance which does convey some
information relating to financial matters.

5.4

Reputation
Performance issues can cause some reputational consequence. It is the purpose of
this report to highlight performance issues at an early stage.

5.5

Risk Management
Performance issues may be subject to risk management measures to protect Council
interests.

5.6

Staffing
The report contains information relating to staffing issues.

6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

No Wards or Communities are affected

7.0

ACRONYMS
PMP – Performance Monitoring Panel
LA – Local Authority

Background papers:- None
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Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:

Charlotte Paine – Senior Business Intelligence Officer

Telephone Number:

01362 656347

Email:

charlotte.paine@breckland-sholland.gov.uk

Director / Officer who will be attending the Meeting
Name and Post:

Charlotte Paine – Senior Business Intelligence Officer

Key Decision:

No

Exempt Decision:

No

Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A

Quarter 4 Performance Report
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2017/18 Q4 SHDC PMP Report
Generated on: 12 April 2018

Indicator

% of Customer Complaints Upheld - Stage 1

Complaints upheld as a %
of all stage 1 complaints
closed in period

Same Period Last Year

Q4 2016/17

number of complaints

Current Performance
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This is calculated using the
upheld divided by the total

number of complaints
closed in the period

Trend Chart

Q4 2017/18
Current Target
25%

# of complaints upheld Total # of complaints

Value

8

14.81%

54

# of complaints upheld Total # of complaints

Value

6

10.53%

57

What does good look like?

Latest Note

A lower % is better as we look to reduce the

In Quarter 4 there were 6 complaints upheld out of 57, when

number of complaints upheld for an SHDC

compared to last year the number of complaints received has

error

increased slightly whilst the number upheld has reduced, leading to a
reduction in the percentage.

1

Indicator

% of Customer Complaints Upheld - Stage 2

Complaints upheld as a %
of all stage 2 complaints

Same Period Last Year
# complaints upheld

closed in period
This is calculated using the

Q4 2016/17

upheld divided by the total

Current Performance

Value

3

0%

# complaints received

Value

in previous period
Q4 2017/18
Current Target
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25%

0

6

0%

What does good look like?

Latest Note

A lower % is better as we look to reduce the

There were no complaints upheld at stage 2 out of 6 received.

number of complaints upheld for an SHDC
error

% of Calls Abandoned

% of calls that are
abandoned (call
terminated prior to

Q4 2016/17

those abandoned within 5

Current Performance

seconds.
This is a combined
measure across Customer
Contact, Revenues and

Trend Chart

Same Period Last Year

answering), excluding

Benefits calls

0

# complaints upheld

closed in the period

Indicator

# complaints received
in previous period

number of complaints
number of complaints

Trend Chart

Q4 2017/18
Current Target
Data Only

Calls Abandoned

Calls Received

Value

2,482

30,226

8.21%

Calls Abandoned

Calls Received

Value

2,545

32,227

7.9%

What does good look like?

Latest Note

A lower % is better as we look to answer more

The percentage of calls abandoned has gone up as is the usual trend

calls

for this quarter when we see more contact regarding council tax
letters as well as a natural peak in calls after Christmas. Despite the

2

increase in calls, the abandonment rate is less this year showing a
good performance is maintained.

Indicator

Average Wait Time in Seconds

Average time to answer
phone calls in seconds

Same Period Last Year
Total time waiting

This is measured across
customer services,

Trend Chart
Total number calls

Value

received

revenues and benefits

Q4 2016/17

calls.

Current Performance

N/A

Total time waiting

N/A

107.22

Total number calls

Value
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received
Q4 2017/18
Current Target
Data Only

N/A

N/A

108.22

What does good look like?

Latest Note

A lower number is better as it indicates less

The increase in the number of calls has had an impact on the average

time waiting for a call to be answered

wait time in seconds, however, this is still reported at less than 2
minutes, a good performance given the volume of calls received.

3

Indicator

% of household waste recycled or composted

% of household waste
which has been recycled

Same Period Last Year
Recycled and

and composted (includes
garden waste) against all

Trend Chart
Total Waste Tonnes

Value

2297.26

7990.60

31.03%

Recycled and

Total Waste Tonnes

Value

7681.10

29.86%

Composted Tonnes

the household waste

Q4 2016/17

collected

Current Performance
Composted Tonnes
Q4 2017/18
Current Target
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30%

2486.06

What does good look like?

Latest Note

A higher % is better as we look to recycle or
compost more waste

The final quarter of the year includes the post-Christmas and new
year period where the quantity of materials presented, both refuse
and recycling, is high.
The amount of material sent to the energy from waste plant (refuse),
although not excessively high for the period, was high enough to
have an effect on the percentage of waste recycled.
The expectation is that the position will return to being more stable
in the next quarter.

4

Indicator

Missed Waste Collection Rate

Number of missed
collections per 100,000

Trend Chart

Same Period Last Year

people
Q4 2016/17

Number of missed

Per 100,000 collection

Value

collections

figure

521

10.185

51.2

Number of missed

Per 100,000 collection

Value

collections

figure

510

10.185

Current Performance

Q4 2017/18
Current Target
33.0

What does good look like?

50.1
Latest Note

A lower number is better as we look to ensure
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fewer waste collections are missed

The final quarter of the year includes the predicted higher misses in
January. The sheer volume of material presented in early January
resulted in collections being carried over to the following day. Many
of these instances are actually recorded as being missed. The period
of adverse weather which affected the District also had an impact on
the number of missed bins reported.
Despite being over target, 99.99% of collections were completed as
scheduled.

5

Indicator

Waste sent to 'Energy from Waste' per Household (kg)

Trend Chart

Same Period Last Year
Number of Kg’s of residual
waste collected per
household sent to Energy

Q4 2016/17

from Waste

Current Performance

Calculated by 'residual
waste collected' x 1000
then divided by number of
households waste has
been collected from

Q4 2017/18
Current Target
45.0

Denominator

Value

N/A

N/A

48.2

Numerator

Denominator

Value

N/A

N/A

46.5

What does good look like?

Latest Note

A lower number is better as we look to reduce
the amount of waste sent for incineration
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Indicator

Numerator

The final quarter of the year includes the post-Christmas and new
year period where the quantity of materials presented is high.
Although higher than the standard target, an additional amount of
1.5kg / property for the period is a reduction on that reported for the
same period last year.

Commercial Property Occupancy

Occupancy levels of the
council's industrial units

Trend Chart

Same Period Last Year

Q4 2016/17

Number of units let

Total number of units

Value

50

50

100%

Number of units let

Total number of units

Value

49

50

98%

Current Performance

Q4 2017/18
Current Target

What does good look like?

Latest Note

6

90%

A higher number is better as we look to rent

This indicator continues to perform above target with 49 out of 50

out as many council owned industrial units as

units occupied. Currently there are policy changes being reviewed

possible

with the commercial units which is why the last unit has not been let
at this stage.

Indicator

Staff turnover %

% of total leavers against
total number of staff

Trend Chart

Same Period Last Year

employed in period
(includes involuntary
leavers)
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Target is 10% which has

Q4 2016/17

Number of leavers in

Total number of staff

period

in period

Value

8

251

3.19%

Number of leavers in

Total number of staff

Value

period

in period

14

220

Current Performance

been benchmarked
Q4 2017/18
Current Target
2.5%

6.36%

What does good look like?

Latest Note

Lower is better as we look to retain staff

Staff turnover remains above the red threshold with 14 staff leaving
the organisation in quarter 4, 13 of these were resignations, and 1
member of staff retired. There were 3 new starters in this period.

7

Indicator

Working Days Lost to Sickness per FTE

Total number of working
days lost per Full Time
Equivalent.

Same Period Last Year

This is calculated by taking

Q4 2016/17

the number of days lost to

Current Performance

sickness and dividing it by
the number of full time
equivalent staff in the
period

Q4 2017/18
Current Target
2.5
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Indicator

Number of days lost

Number of FTE

Value

N/A

N/A

3.68

Number of days lost

Number of FTE

Value

677.91

198.59

3.41

What does good look like?

Latest Note

Lower is better as we look to reduce the

The number of working days lost to sickness is above the target

amount of working time lost to sickness

threshold with 52 instances of short term sick and 29 instances of
long term sick recorded in the quarter.

Working Days Lost to Long Term Sickness per FTE

Number of working days

lost per Full Time
sickness.

Number of days lost -

Number of FTE

Value

N/A

N/A

N/A

Number of days lost -

Number of FTE

Value

198.59

2.629

long term

This is calculated by taking

Q4 2016/17

the number of days lost to

Current Performance

long term sickness and

Trend Chart

Same Period Last Year

Equivalent for long term

dividing it by the number

long term

of full time equivalent staff
in the period

Trend Chart

Q4 2017/18
Current Target
Data Only

522.12

What does good look like?

Latest Note

Lower is better as we look to reduce the

There were 8 instances of long term sickness in Jan, 7 in Feb and 14

amount of working time lost to sickness

in March, all long term sickness cases are being case managed by a
HR Business partner and working with occupational health to ensure

8

the member of staff can return to work as quickly as possible.

Indicator

Working Days Lost to Short Term Sickness per FTE

Number of working days
lost per Full Time

Same Period Last Year
Number of days lost -

Equivalent for short term
sickness.

Q4 2016/17

the number of days lost to

Current Performance

dividing it by the number
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Value

N/A

N/A

N/A

Number of days lost -

Number of FTE

Value

198.59

0.83

short term

of full time equivalent staff

in the period

Number of FTE

short term

This is calculated by taking
long term sickness and

Trend Chart

Q4 2017/18
Current Target
Data Only

164.82

What does good look like?

Latest Note

Lower is better as we look to reduce the

There were 10 instances of short term sickness in Jan, 20 in Feb and

amount of working time lost to sickness

22 in March

9

Indicator

Housing re-let (void) time (total ave. key to key) All Tenures

Total time in days from
keys in to keys out including major works for

Same Period Last Year

all tenures (General Needs

Q4 2016/17

and Sheltered Housing)

Current Performance

This is calculated by total
number of days properties
remain vacant divided by
the number or properties
vacant in the period

Q4 2017/18
Current Target
28 days
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Indicator

Total # days void

Total # properties void Value

526.667

16.333

Total # days void

Total # properties void Value

2,155

58

32 days

37 days

What does good look like?

Latest Note

Lower is better as we look to reduce the

Please see covering report for detail

number of days vacant and therefore not
receiving rent payments

Housing re-let (void) time (Keys In to Keys Back from Contractor) - All

Total time in days from
keys in from tenant to

contractor and the

Total # days void
Q4 2016/17

This is calculated by total

Current Performance

properties remained

complete works divided by
the total number of
properties vacant in the

1,152

49

24 days

Total # days void

Total # properties void Value

(contract)

vacant whilst the keys are
with the contractors to

Total # properties void Value

(contract)

property is ready to be let
number of days all

Trend Chart

Same Period Last Year

works completed by the

period

Trend Chart

Q4 2017/18
Current Target
25 days

2,040

58

35 days

What does good look like?

Latest Note

Lower is better as we look to reduce the

Please see covering report for detail

amount of time a property is vacant whilst
works are completed

10

Indicator

Housing re-let (void) time (Contractor) - General Needs

Total time in days from
keys in from tenant to

Same Period Last Year
Total # days void

works completed by the
contractor and the

Q4 2016/17

This is only for 'general

Current Performance

This is calculated by total
needs properties remained
with the contractors to
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complete works divided by

845

30

28 days

Total # days void

Total # properties void Value

(contract)

number of days general
vacant whilst the keys are

Total # properties void Value

(contract)

property is ready to be let.
needs' properties

Trend Chart

Q4 2017/18
Current Target
25 days

1,346

30

45 days

What does good look like?

Latest Note

Lower is better as we look to reduce the

Please see covering report for detail

amount of time a property is vacant whilst

the total number of

works are completed

general needs properties

vacant in the period

Indicator

Housing re-let (void) time (Contractor) - Sheltered Housing

Total time in days from
keys in from tenant to

Same Period Last Year
Total # days void

works completed by the
contractor and the

Q4 2016/17

This is only for 'sheltered'

Current Performance

This is calculated by total

vacant whilst the keys are

102.333

6.333

16 days

Total # days void

Total # properties void Value

(contract)

number of days sheltered
properties remained

Total # properties void Value

(contract)

property is ready to be let.
properties

Trend Chart

Q4 2017/18
Current Target

694

28

25 days

What does good look like?

Latest Note

11

with the contractors to

25 days

Lower is better as we look to reduce the

Please see covering report for detail

amount of time a property is vacant whilst

complete works divided by

works are completed

the total number of
sheltered properties vacant
in the period

Indicator

Housing re-let (void) time (Letting) - General Needs

Total time in days for
properties to be let after

Same Period Last Year
Total # days void

the works were completed
only for 'general needs'

Q4 2016/17

properties

Current Performance

vacant whilst the property

Q4 2017/18

This is calculated by total
number of days general

the contractors completed
works divided by the total
number of general needs
properties vacant in the

152

30

5 days

Total # days void

Total # properties void Value

(letting)

needs properties remained

is waiting to be let after

Total # properties void Value

(letting)
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by the contractor. This is

Trend Chart

Current Target
3 days

80

29

3 days

What does good look like?

Latest Note

Lower is better as we look to reduce the

Please see covering report for detail

amount of time a property is vacant for letting
post works completion

period

12

Indicator

Housing re-let (void) time (Letting) - Sheltered Housing

Total time in days for
properties to be let after

Same Period Last Year
Total # days void

the works were completed
by the contractor. This is

Q4 2016/17

properties

Current Performance

number of days sheltered

is waiting to be let after
the contractors completed
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works divided by the total

342

19

18 days

Total # days void

Total # properties void Value

(letting)

properties remained
vacant whilst the property

Total # properties void Value

(letting)

only for 'sheltered'
This is calculated by total

Trend Chart

Q4 2017/18
Current Target
3 days

59

25

2 days

What does good look like?

Latest Note

Lower is better as we look to reduce the

Please see covering report for detail

amount of time a property is vacant for letting

number of sheltered

post works completion

properties vacant in the

period

Indicator

Housing re-let (void) time (Key to Key) - General Needs

Total time in days from
keys in from tenant to keys
out to the new tenant. This

Same Period Last Year
Total # days void (ktok) Total # properties void Value

is only for 'general needs'

Q4 2016/17

properties

Current Performance

This is calculated by total
needs properties remained
number of general needs
properties vacant in the
period

953

30

32 days

Total # days void (ktok) Total # properties void Value

number of days general
vacant divided by the total

Trend Chart

Q4 2017/18
Current Target
28 days

1,429

30

48 days

What does good look like?

Latest Note

Lower is better as we look to reduce the

Please see covering report for detail

number of days vacant and therefore not

13

receiving rent payments

Indicator

Housing re-let (void) time (Key to Key) - Sheltered Housing

Total time in days from
keys in from tenant to keys

Same Period Last Year
Total # days void (ktok) Total # of properties

out to the new tenant. This
is only for 'general needs'

Q4 2016/17

This is calculated by total

Current Performance

209
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properties vacant in the

33 days

Value

void

vacant divided by the total

period

6.333

Total # days void (ktok) Total # of properties

needs properties remained

number of general needs

Value

void

properties
number of days general

Trend Chart

Q4 2017/18
Current Target
28 days

242

9.333

26 days

What does good look like?

Latest Note

Lower is better as we look to reduce the

Please see covering report for detail

number of days vacant and therefore not
receiving rent payments

14

Indicator

Cases Prevented from Homelessness per 1,000 households

P1E Return - Prevention
and Relieving of
Homelessness

Same Period Last Year

Number of potentially

Q4 2016/17

homeless cases diverted

Current Performance

from homelessness per
1,000 households

Q4 2017/18
Current Target
Data Only
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Indicator

Trend Chart

Numerator

Denominator

Value

135

38.693

3.5

Numerator

Denominator

Value

76

38.693

2.0

What does good look like?

Latest Note

This is not a targeted measure. The number

There were 76 cases of homelessness prevention for quarter 4 based

does not reflect % of cases prevented from

on data taken from Northgate Housing Advice cases closed with an

homelessness and therefore will fluctuate

outcome description of 'Homelessness Prevented'

dependent upon demand to the service.

% of all planning applications determined within time

Number of planning

applications determined

Same Period Last Year

within their statutory times
divided by total number of
applications received.

Q4 2016/17

Includes all application

Current Performance

types (majors, minors,

Trend Chart

others)
Q4 2017/18
Current Target
70%

# planning apps

# planning applications Value

determined in time

received

194

202

# planning apps

# planning applications Value

determined in time

received

157

183

96.04%

85.79%

What does good look like?

Latest Note

Higher is better as we look to determine as

Above target, but below performance in previous months, due to

many as possible within their timescales

number of factors including loss of long serving member of staff and

15

sickness of Development Manager.

Indicator

Housing Benefit LA Error Rate

Local Authority error in
Housing Benefit

Same Period Last Year
Error expenditure

overpayment
Amount of benefits

Total housing benefit

Value

expend

overpaid divided by

Q4 2016/17

benefits paid (% of overall

Current Performance

expenditure)

Trend Chart
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74,491.55

17,940,198.46

0.42%

Error expenditure

Total housing benefit

Value

expend
Q4 2017/18
Current Target
0.42%

37,143.89

16,720,839.04

0.22%

What does good look like?

Latest Note

Lower is better as we look to minimise the

LA error rate remained below target and on track to receive full

amount of money paid in error and reduce the subsidy for this financial year.
risk of financial penalty (which occurs above
0.48%)

16

Indicator

Business Rate In Year Collection Rate

Amount of Business Rates
collected in the year

Same Period Last Year
In year collection

against the total
collectable debit

Trend Chart
Total collectable debit

Value

26,831,278.3

27,188,532.08

98.69%

In year collection

Total collectable debit

Value

26,453,737.32

98.75%

amount
Q4 2016/17
Current Performance
amount
Q4 2017/18

26,121,743.82

Current Target
97%
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Indicator

What does good look like?

Latest Note

Higher is better as we look to collect as much

Performance has exceeded the end of year target with an

of the business rates debit as possible

£462,940.39 collected above the target.

Council Tax In Year Collection Rate

Amount of Council Tax
collected in the year

Same Period Last Year
In year collection

against the total
collectable debit

Trend Chart
Total collectable debit

Value

40,353,989.17

41,099,923.27

98.19%

In year collection

Total collectable debit

Value

43,305,465.16

98.06%

amount
Q4 2016/17
Current Performance
amount
Q4 2017/18
Current Target
97%

42,467,496.21

What does good look like?

Latest Note

Higher is better as we look to collect as much

Performance is in line with the end of year target with an

of the Council Tax debit as possible

£459,037.90 collected above the target.

17

Indicator

% of due rent collected on Welland homes properties

The percentage of rent
collected from maximum

Same Period Last Year

possible rent to be
collected

Trend Chart

Q4 2016/17

Due rent to be

Due rent actually

Value

collected

collected

N/A

N/A

N/A

Due rent to be

Due rent actually

Value

collected

collected

£10,144.7

£10,144.7

Current Performance

Q4 2017/18
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Indicator

Current Target
95%

What does good look like?

100%
Latest Note

Higher is better as we look to collect as much

Properties are all now let and rent collection is on target, there have

due rent from Welland Homes properties as

been no missed rent payments since the reporting period of this

possible

performance indicator.

New Homes - Affordable

Number of affordable
homes completed in the
District the period

Trend Chart

Same Period Last Year

Q4 2016/17

Numerator

Denominator

Value

N/A

N/A

3

Numerator

Denominator

Value

N/A

N/A

14

Current Performance

Q4 2017/18
Current Target
Data Only

What does good look like?

Latest Note

Higher is better as we look to increase the

There were five affordable homes completed in March.

number of affordable properties in the District These were two shared ownership properties in Spalding and three
shared equity properties in the Countryside.
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